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ABSTRACT

Nearly 50% of individuals in the United States will develop at least one mental illness during their lifetime (Reeves et al., 2011). Although mental illness can be treated, most people with mental illness do not seek treatment (Phelan, Link, Stueve, & Pescosolido, 2000). Stigma against mental illness is considered to be a major obstacle to treatment and recovery (USDHHS, 1999). Narratives have the potential to reduce mental illness stigma (for example, Oliver et al., 2012; Chang, 2008). This study extends work on the persuasive potential of narratives by investigating the effects of a particular type of visual narrative on reducing mental illness stigma: Comics. Comics are commonly used in health communication messaging and are believed to offer cognitive and emotional benefits.

Drawing on the stigma communication model, multimedia learning theory, attribution theory, risk perception, and visual persuasion as well as the concept of social determinants of health, a 3 (image type: cartoon, photo, text) x 2 (disease type: depression, bipolar disorder) between-subjects online experiment was conducted to determine whether narrative news stories about mental illness illustrated with abstract/interpretational images (specifically, cartoons, which are a key characteristic of comics) are more effective at reducing mental illness stigma than those illustrated with realistic/representational images, specifically, photographs. Results indicated that for the
depression narratives, photographs elicited significantly more anti-stigma behavioral intentions, such as support for mental health policy, likelihood to share the message, and decrease in social distancing behavior, than text alone; further, these effects were mediated by identification and/or connectedness with the story’s protagonist. Also, for the depression condition, mean values for the cartoon condition were not significantly lower than those for the photograph condition. For the narratives on bipolar disorder, there were no significant differences between the conditions for any of the outcome variables; however, when it came to empathic response—identification, pity, connectedness—the mean values for the cartoon condition were the highest.

The study contributes theoretically to work on the use of narratives in stigma communication as well as provides practical implications for the use of comics in health communication messages.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Nearly 50% of individuals in the United States will develop at least one mental illness during their lifetime (Reeves et al., 2011). Mental illness is the collective term for “diagnosable mental disorders.” These are disorders “characterized by sustained, abnormal alterations in thinking, mood or behavior associated with distress and impaired functioning.” Mental illness is also considered a public health problem. In developed countries, mental disorders cause more disability than any other group of disorders, including cancer and heart disease. Although treatment for mental illness is available, most people with mental illness do not seek treatment (Phelan, Link, Stueve, & Pescosolido, 2000; USDHHS, 1999). Stigma against mental illness is considered to be a major obstacle to treatment and recovery (USDHHS, 1999).

The potential of narratives to reduce stigma against mental illness has been noted (for example, Oliver et al., 2012; Chang, 2008). This study aims to extend work on the persuasive potential of narratives by investigating the effects of visual narratives on reducing mental illness stigma. Specifically, the effects of a particular type of visual narrative are examined: comics. Comics can be defined as “a narrative form consisting of pictures arranged in sequence” (Varnum and Gibbons, 2001; p. xvi) (Tatalovic, 2009).

Comics are believed to offer many advantages in communicating health issues. For example, through their story-telling format, comics can help readers identify with the characters in the story, and in doing so, help them come to terms with their own fears about a particular illness or medical procedure (McNicol, 2014). Because they are perceived as a “non-threatening medium” (McAllister, 1992) that can “universalize the
illness experience,” (Green & Myers, 2010) comics can be used to foster empathy. Finally, the “interplay of text and image” (page 54) in comics, is believed to make the content more memorable (McNicol, 2014).

However, whether these hypothesized emotional and cognitive benefits are true is not clear. There is not much empirical research on the persuasive effects of comics on readers’ cognition, affect, and behavior. Given that comics have long been used in health communication (Schneider, 2014) and continue to be a popular medium in health education (for example, Medikidz comics, a children’s comic book series about medical conditions), it is worthwhile to investigate their effects on audiences.

In this study, I aim to fill this gap by examining the effects of comics in communicating psychological disorders. Specifically, drawing on multimedia learning (because a comic is a multimedia material made up of images and text), attribution theory, risk perception, and visual persuasion as well as the concepts of social determinants of health and stigma, I examine how manipulating the nature of the image—representational/realistic, e.g., photographs versus abstract/interpretational, e.g., cartoons—accompanying a narrative news story on mental illness influences various stigma-related outcome variables. Abstract and realistic images have different persuasive effects. For example, the abstract images in comics—cartoons—amplify meaning through their simplicity and lack of details. These simplistic images help readers identify with story characters. On the other hand, realistically drawn characters are believed to “objectify” the characters and in doing so, emphasize “their otherness from the reader” (McCloud, 1993; page 44). Also, by helping readers grasp the essence of a concept, abstract pictures are believed to enhance learning to a greater extent than realistic
pictures. In this study, abstract images are operationalized as interpretational images—they are simplified representational images, analogical images, or arbitrary/logical images, for example, flowcharts, tree diagrams; realistic pictures are operationalized as representational images: they are photorealistic—they resemble the object they represent.

The study examines the effect of image type on outcome variables such as stigmatizing beliefs, emotions, behavioral intentions, and behaviors. I also examine how identification with and empathic response to the story’s protagonist mediate these responses. Finally, I examine how individual difference variables such as style of information processing, personal experience with mental illness, and political ideology moderate these effects.

This study contributes to research on multimedia learning by empirically investigating the hypothesized educational and emotional benefits of comics. Given that comics can be described as visual narratives, the study also contributes to research on narratives by applying the principles of narrative persuasion to the medium of comics. Finally, by examining the different components of a comics story—the nature of the text, the nature of the image, and the nature of the reader/learner—in the context of mental illness, the study provides insight into how comics can best be designed to combat stigma against this group of disorders.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

Comics: An Introduction to the Medium

The word “comics” typically conjures up images of children’s magazines filled with illustrated fanciful stories about superheroes. However, comics come in various different forms, such as “comic strips, comic books, graphic novels, single-panel cartoons, wordless comics, animated cartoons and various other kinds of visual texts,” and can feature humorous or serious content (Tatalovic, 2009, p. 2-3; Varnum & Gibbons, 2001). It is difficult to find a specific definition that encompasses all these different forms (Varnum & Gibbons, 2001). For some, the defining feature of comics is the sequential arrangement of pictures. In his seminal book “Understanding Comics,” author Scott McCloud defines comics as a medium composed of “juxtaposed pictorial and other [non-pictorial] [static] images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer” (McCloud, 1993; p. 9). Another definition is “a form of sequential art, often in the form of a strip or a book, in which images and text are arranged to tell a story” (Eisner, 2008; p. 17). Comics have also been defined as “a narrative form consisting of pictures arranged in sequence” (Varnum and Gibbons, 2001; p. xvi) (Tatalovic, 2009). Other common terms for comics that allude to this “sequential” characteristic include “graphic narratives,” which encapsulates the nonanimated visual and story components of comics and bande dessinee, meaning “drawings in row” (Petersen, 2011; p. xv). For some, it is not the sequential arrangement of pictures, but the “juxtaposition of words and pictures. … that is essential to the comics form” (Gibbons & Varnum; pxvi, as cited in Tatalovic, 2009, p. 2). Based
upon their length and complexity, Tatalovic (2009) orders different forms of comics in an ascending fashion as follows: “single-frame cartoons, short comic strips, comic books, and graphic novels [which are long-form standalone comics]” (p. 3).

Comics are primarily a visual medium—storytelling depends on “universally understood images, crafted with the intention of imitating or exaggerating reality” (Eisner, 2008; Foreword). However, there is also the view that “art and text” in comics are “equivalent, each driving the other, rather than the illustrations supporting or attempting to explain the text” (Gluibizzi, 2007; p. 28, as cited in Nyberg, 2010, p. 35); in comics, “meaning is produced by the interaction of image and text” (Williams, 2005; p. 6).

Comics are characterized by cartoons—simplistic, abstract, pictorial images that are stripped of details, and thereby, amplified in meaning (McCloud, 1993). This amplification is achieved by the cartoon’s ability to “focus our attention on an idea” (McCloud, 1993; p. 31), and the simplistic images elicit emotion, specifically, they “provoke identification in the reader” (Squier, 2008; p. 129). Comics artists use realistic pictures to portray the outside world and cartoons to portray the world within (McCloud, 1993; p. 41). Further, “by de-emphasizing the appearance of the physical world in favor of the idea of form, the cartoon places itself in the world of concepts” (McCloud, 1993; p. 41).

Illustrations dominate in comics—words are typically limited to the speech and thoughts of the characters (Hansen, 2004). Another characteristic of comics is that the narrative is fragmented by gaps between frames (Hansen, 2004). These gaps in the narrative are believed to foster engagement by forcing the reader to “participate in
imagining the story” (Hansen, 2004; p. 155). The “unreal quality of scenery and action” also prompts imagination (Reitberger & Fuchs, 1972). Finally, comics accelerate the process of text-to-image conversion that occurs when reading text because the images are already provided (Eisner, 2008; p. 17).

Comics have a long history. Although it hard to determine when comics originated, the father of the modern comic strip is believed to be 19th century Swiss painter and schoolmaster Rodolphe Topffer (Petersen, 2010; McCloud, 1993, p. 17). Topffer’s picture stories used “cartooning and panel borders, and featured the first interdependent combination of words and pictures seen in Europe” (McCloud, 1993; p. 17).

Comic strips could be found in newspapers as far back as the 1890s (Hansen, 2004). Comic books emerged in the 1930s. “Detective Comics,” which appeared in 1937, was a big success, and it was followed by the superhero comic books—Superman (1938) and Batman (1939) (Hansen, 2004). Comic books soon “became a major publishing phenomenon and a multimillion dollar industry” (Hansen, 2004; p. 158). The standard comic book was an eight by ten inch booklet with a glossy cover, printed on newsprint paper, contained different stories, and had graphic art of varied quality (Hansen, 2004).

Besides detective fiction and superhero comics, another genre of comic books that was popular during the early years of the medium were “True Comics,” which emerged in 1941. These comics aimed to be educational in that they told stories about real people. A popular story type in this genre was medical histories—stories about scientists and their inventions/discoveries. The popularity of these true-adventure comics began to decline by the mid-1940s (Hansen, 2004). Indeed, the rise of television and concerns
about the dangers of comic books led to the decline of the medium itself (Hansen, 2004). By the mid-1950s, although comics still had high circulations, they no longer occupied a central place in American popular culture (Hansen, 2004). Over time, the industry began to fragment and subcultures of comic books began to emerge. Comics began to be sold in specialized comic book stores instead of on newsstands. These stores came to be popular among fans of the medium, who were mainly young men.

**Comics and Health Communication**

A survey of 254 comics about health from the 1940s to the present found that, over the years, these comics have evolved with regard to “length, topic, and complexity” (Schneider, 2014, p. 996). From educating people, primarily children, about the history of scientific and medical discoveries or providing instruction on how to prevent certain diseases, comics went on to become a tool to change attitudes, for example, changing attitudes toward people with AIDS. Over the past two decades, comics about health have become longer (from about 12 pages in the 1940s and 1950s to more than 100 pages in the 2000s), are more in-depth, targeted at adults, and “are reflective pieces that narrate the author’s struggle with physical or psychological disease” (Schneider, 2014; p. 996). These books can be classified as “graphic pathographies”—“illness narratives in graphic form” (Green & Myers, 2010). These stories have many functions such as helping patients learn about their illness and “providing companionship [with other patients] through shared experience” (Williams, 2011); improving physician-patient communication by humanizing the illness experience, for example, by helping doctors see aspects of patients’ personal experience with illness that they may not see in a clinical setting; and facilitating discussion about complex and taboo topics such as sexual abuse
Examples of these graphic pathographies include “Mom’s Cancer” (Fies, 2006) (about how the author and his family navigate his mother’s lung cancer treatment); “Marbles: Mania, Depression, Michaelangelo, and Me” (Forney, 2012) (about how the author comes to terms with her bipolar disorder); and “Years of the Elephant” (Linthout, 2009) (about the author mourning the death of his son by suicide).

**Audiences’ Response to Comics**

In the past few decades, there has been growing appreciation for comics. However, in its early days, the medium faced much criticism (Nyberg, 2010). Educators felt that the “one-dimensional characters, the simplistic plots, and the emphasis on the action-adventure story” (Nyberg, 2010; p. 29) would distract children from serious literature, impede their reading ability/act as a barrier to reading skills, and “overexcite young minds with lurid tales of superhero adventure” (Nyberg, 2010; p. 27). Civic and religious leaders felt comics would encourage immorality through their sexual and violent content (Nyberg, 2010; p. 27). Finally, there was concern that comic books could cause psychological damage to children. A key proponent of this fear was psychiatrist Fredric Wertham, who believed that exposure to comic books could lead to juvenile delinquency. Wertham’s concerns spurred Senate hearings on the comic book industry in 1954. To safeguard their reputation tarnished by these hearings, comic book publishers formed the trade association the Comics Magazine Association of America. The CMAA adopted a regulatory code to monitor the violent and sexual content in comics. The code also ensured that the “moral messages of comics would strive to cultivate respect for authority and obedience to parents’ wishes” (Nyberg, 2010; p. 28).
In the 1960s and 70s, changes in the reading demographic of comic books from children to young males in their 20s and 30s as well as the rise of independent publishers reduced the CMAA’s ability to regulate comics content (Nyberg, 2010). Also, attitudes toward comics began to change in the 1970s and 80s (Nyberg, 2010). This has been attributed to the “growing acceptance of mass culture by academia, the refocusing of media effects research on television, and changes in approaches to reading pedagogy” (Nyberg, 2010; p. 30). Today, the comics code no longer exists (Nyberg, 2013).

Academic research has “frequently contradicted the widely held belief that” the language of comics was poor (filled with poor grammar and slang) and reduced reading ability by encouraging readers to read by relying on the pictures and skipping the text (Nyberg, 2010; p. 28). In recent years, it has come to be realized that readings comics is a complex cognitive task and is not just about making sense of text in word balloons (Nyberg, 2010). In Scott McCloud’s words, reading comics requires the reader to be able to “integrate the text and the pictures into an understandable whole” (McCloud, 1993, p. 63). Also, reading comics requires being able to understand the symbolism of imagery (Nyberg, 2010).

**Comics and Multimedia Learning**

Comics are believed to facilitate learning in various ways: (1) by making visible abstract phenomena; (2) the juxtaposition of text and image improves learning (the spatial contiguity effect); and (3) the narrative structure of comics facilitates comprehension (Jee & Angorro, 2012). A useful theory to understand how people process comics is Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning.
Comics are multimedia materials made up of pictures and text (Kinzer et al., 2012). Mayer (2002), a key figure in research on multimedia learning, defines multimedia messages as “presentations of material using words [which can be written or spoken] and pictures [can be static or dynamic] that are intended to foster learning” (p. 85). According to Mayer, multimedia instruction should foster knowledge construction and not merely information acquisition, that is, a multimedia system should help the learner actively make sense of new information. Mayer defines meaningful learning as the ability to form “coherent mental representations (such as mental models) that are internally organized and externally connected to other knowledge” (p. 101).

Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning is based on three assumptions: (1) the dual-channel assumption: human beings possess separate systems for processing pictorial and verbal (or auditory) information (Paivio, 1986; Baddeley, 1992, as cited in Mayer, 2002); (2) limited capacity assumption: the amount of information that can be processed in each of these channels at one time is limited (Baddeley, 1992, and Chandler & Sweller, 1991, as cited in Mayer, 2002); in other words, “presenting too much material on the screen at one time can overload the visual/pictorial channel and presenting too much material via the speakers at one time can overload the auditory/verbal channel” (Mayer, 2002; pages 102 and 103); (3) active processing assumption: humans engage in meaningful learning by paying attention to relevant information, organizing this new information in a coherent fashion, and then integrating it with existing knowledge (Mayer, 1999b, Wittrock, 1989).

Mayer’s theory of multimedia learning predicts that people learn better when they are presented with information in words and pictures rather than words alone (this is the
multimedia effect). This corresponds with Paivio’s (1986) dual coding theory, according to which memory for an item increases when connections are established between verbal and nonverbal representations of that item.

Although there is support for the multimedia effect (Mayer, 2002), it is important to note, however, that adding pictures to words will not always improve learning; certain conditions must be met for the multimedia effect is to occur (Mayer, 2003). One is the spatial contiguity effect: Text and illustrations can be presented in an integrated manner, that is, words describing the picture embedded in the picture, or in a separated manner, that is, words describing the picture placed on another page.

According to the spatial contiguity effect, the integrated presentation fosters greater learning than the separated presentation. According to the cognitive theory of multimedia learning, the integrated presentation enables learners to “hold corresponding verbal and pictorial representations in working memory at the same time” (p. 109), which facilitates deep learning. On the other hand, in the separated presentation, learners “must expend their limited cognitive resources to search for pictures that correspond to text segments (or vice versa)” (p. 109). Other conditions include the coherence effect—the absence of unrelated material promotes learning—and the personalization effect—learning is more when words are presented in “conversational rather than formal style” (Mayer, 2003, p. 125).

When considering the interaction effects of pictures and text, it’s also important to consider the following four variables: “desired performance outcomes” (for example, comprehension, recall, etc.); “nature of the illustrations” (that is, whether the picture is related to the text or not); “nature of the text” (pictures are more helpful with difficult
text); and “learner characteristics” (pictures are more helpful to learners who lack background knowledge about the text content) (Levin and Mayer, 1993, as cited by Carney and Levin, 2002, p. 7). Other learner characteristics to take into consideration include the learner’s age, reading ability, and visual literacy (Peeck, 1993).

Studies on the effects of illustrated text on learning have examined these four variables and how they interact with each other. In their much-cited review of studies (N = 155) that compared learning from illustrated text vs. learning from text alone, Levie and Lentz (1982) found that including pictures with text significantly improved learning of information from both text and pictures; these studies involved both young children and older learners and were conducted using both narrative and expository texts. However, it is important to note that pictures that merely embellish the text (that is, do not overlap with the content of the text or that are not text-redundant) will not improve learning of text information.). The authors conclude that "pictures facilitate the learning of accompanying verbal information that is highly related to the information pictured" (page 213). Also, illustrated text appears to help learning more in poor readers than in good readers. Other conclusions were that the presence of pictures neither helps nor hinders the learning of text content that is not illustrated. Pictures can improve comprehension and delayed recall. Also, in some situations, pictures are more effective than words. Readers may not pay attention to pictures unless they are prompted to do so. Pictures make materials more enjoyable, and finally, learner-generated imagery is typically not as helpful as provided pictures in improving comprehension.

Given that comics are illustrated texts, researchers have attempted to apply the principles of multimedia learning to explain the effects of comics on audiences.
Effects of Comics

There is not enough empirical research on the effects of comics (Jee, Angorro, & Florencia, 2012). The few studies on the effects of comics on learning have found contradictory/mixed results. For example, Liu (2004) investigated whether including comics in English-as-a-second language (ESL) texts of either high- or low-difficulty improves reading and comprehension among high- and low-skilled ESL students. It was found that the comic strip had differential effects on learners of different ESL proficiency. For low-level ESL learners exposed to high-difficulty text, the comics improved their understanding/comprehension of text (as assessed by an immediate recall protocol). However, for high-level ESL learners, the addition of comics to the high-difficulty text did not improve recall of the text. In other words, the addition of comics to text improved learning for the low-level ESL students but not the high-level ESL students. The study results confirm dual-coding theory: the low-level ESL learners benefited when the high-level text was paired with comics because they were able to make sense of the material using two sources of information. But the study also shows that the effects of dual coding theory are not universal. For the high-level learners, the comic did not enhance learning from the text because the comic did not reflect the complexity of the text's linguistic structure. The authors conclude that “visuals that do not reflect the text's linguistic complexity can hinder reading comprehension when the reader assumes that the visual and the text carries the same information” (p. 238-239).

However, a replication of this study conducted by MERC & Kampusu (2013) with ESL-Turkish learners found that including comic strips in text improves comprehension regardless of student ESL proficiency or text difficulty level. The author
explains that this conflicting result might be due to differences in the way high- and low-level ESL learners were defined in the two studies. On the other hand, Kholi and Forouzesh (2010) found no significant difference between beginning learners of English as a foreign language who were exposed to reading passages with and without comic strips. The authors conclude that for beginning foreign language learners, adding visuals to text does not improve the learners' comprehension. The authors suggest that while selecting visuals, it is important to consider the student's language proficiency level. However, the study has several methodological problems most notable that the students seem to have examined the reading passage and comics in pairs but there is no discussion of how this "group work" might have affected comprehension.

Some studies have looked at the effects of comic books in the context of health and science communication. Here also, the results have been mixed. For example, Lin et al. (2015) examined the effect of a text booklet (only words) versus a comic book on Taiwanese adults' knowledge about and attitude toward nanotechnology as well as their emotions about learning science. No significant difference between the groups was found with regard to these three variables. The authors conclude that the effectiveness of comics is comparable to that of text with regard to science communication. Another study about the effects of comics on science learning found different results. Hosler and Boomer (2011) compared the effectiveness of a comic textbook called "Optical Allusions" on science majors vs. non-science majors. Specifically, the authors examined the effect of the comic book on students' attitude toward biology and attitude toward comics. They also examined the effect of the comic book on knowledge. The subjects were high-school and college students in four different biology classes (sensory biology, biology II, organic
evolution, and neurobiology) who were taught about vision and evolution using the comic book. There was a significant increase in the median knowledge scores in the four classes; this showed that the comic book did not decrease learning. Also, it was found that "nonmajors’ content scores and attitudes showed a statistically significant improvement after using the comic book, particularly among those with lower content knowledge at the start of the semester" (p. 309). Also, this increase in attitude toward biology was correlated with an increase in attitude toward comics. However, a major limitation of the study is lack of a control group that received the same instruction but without comics. Also it is not clear if the non-majors attitude improved because of the comic or because of the narrative in the content. Finally, the study was not a controlled experiment. Students were not randomly assigned to the four biology classes and also students did not have similar demographics.

In the context of health communication, the few studies about the effects of comics have found that this medium is effective. For example, Delp and Jones (1994) conducted a study in which patients with lacerations were given written instructions to care for their wounds. For half the patients, the text instructions were accompanied by illustrations (in cartoon format) that explained the information in the text. It was found that the patients who received the combination of text and illustrations were more attentive to the information and also recalled more information than the other group. However, not all studies about health comics have included control groups. Some such as a study by Sim et al. (2014), who found that comics improve understanding of hepatitis B serology among health professionals, and Sinha et al. (2011), who found that comics increase immediate recall of burn safety methods among first-graders, used pre- and post-
tests to evaluate gains in knowledge. This makes it difficult to attribute with certainty the learning outcomes to the comics treatment/intervention.

There is need for more work on the individual and interaction effects of the elements involved in processing comics (that is, text, picture, and reader characteristics) to get a better understanding of the conditions under which this medium works best. This is especially important given that comics are a popular medium to communicate health issues. Questions that need to be addressed include how do the nature of the illustrations and text; the placement of text and pictures with regard to each other; as well as the nature of the reader impact processing of comics? Also, what is the effect of comics on outcomes other than learning such as emotions, attitudes, and behavior?

In this study, as a first step toward understanding the effects of comics on audiences, I focus on examining the effects of a unique characteristic of comics, namely, cartoons. Specifically, I examine how narrative news stories about mental illness illustrated with cartoons (simplified, abstract, interpretational pictures) compared with those illustrated with photographs (detailed, realistic, representational pictures) impact mental illness stigma. Before explaining the details of the experiment, I provide a brief look of the use of photographs in news stories.

**Effects of Photographs**

Photographs draw readers’ attention to the text and also results in them spending more time reading the text (Zillman, Knobloch, & Yu, 2001). The nature of the photographic images also has an influence on time spent on reading the text. Specifically, the increase in reading time by agonistic images (images that signal danger to self or others, for example, images of people suffering) is about twice that by innocuous images
Studies have found that the addition of relevant images to text increases the recall of information. For example, photographs, particularly emotional ones, increase the recall of newspaper reports (Wanta and Roark, 1993). Also, it has been found that readers recall illustrated newspaper reports better than nonillustrated ones (David, 1998).

Photographs can also influence the interpretation of the story (Zillman, Knobloch, & Yu, 2001). For example, large photographs that dominate the page increase the perceived importance of the issue covered in the story (Wanta, 1988). It has also been found that a large picture increases both recall and comprehension of the accompanying story (Huh, 1993). Also, Gibson and Zillman (2000) found that photographs can erroneously exaggerated risk perception. Additionally, photographs that are descriptive and non-arousing and that exemplify only one side of an issue described in a news story produce a biased perception of the issue in the direction of the photograph (Zillman, Gibson, & Sargent, 1999).

Photographs also increase the credibility of a story as readers have come to believe that photos offer authentic, true accounts of events. News photos “convey a concrete believability that words do not” (Lowrey, 1998, as cited in Greer and Gosen, 2002, p. 5). However, it appears that photographs do not significantly increase the credibility of a news story compared to other types of images. For example, Gruber and Dickerson (2012) examined the effects of different types of images placed above a news story about neuroscience. Subjects were randomly assigned to four groups: For one group, the story was accompanied by an fMRI brain scan image; for another group, the story was accompanied by a non-scientific image--an “artist’s rendering of a futuristic
human head” (p. 944); for a third group, the story was also accompanied by a non-scientific image—an image from a science fiction film. A fourth group, a control group, saw just the story without any image. It was found that there were no significant differences in either evaluations of credibility or scientific reasonableness of the story between the groups.

Based on the above, the following hypotheses are proposed. 

H1: Participants exposed to news narratives about depression illustrated with images (whether photos or cartoons) will report more perceived story credibility than participants exposed to text-only news narratives. 

H2: Participants exposed to news narratives about bipolar disorder illustrated with images (whether photos or cartoons) will report more perceived story credibility than participants exposed to text-only news narratives. 

Given that comics are not perceived as a serious form of literature, it is possible that stories illustrated with cartoons compared to those illustrated with photographs will be perceived as less credible. 

RQ1: Will participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons report significantly less perceived story credibility compared to participants exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photographs? 

RQ2: Will participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons report significantly less perceived story credibility compared to participants exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photographs?
The news narrative used in the experiment is about mental illness as the study aims to investigate whether visual narratives can reduce mental illness stigma.

**Stigma and Mental Illness**

The word “stigma” can be traced to the Greeks and is used to refer to the marks that the Greeks would brand into the skins of people such as criminals and slaves to mark them as “tainted or immoral” (Bos et al., 2013, p. 1). Stigma was originally defined by sociologist Erving Goffman as an attribute that is deeply discrediting and that reduces the bearer “from a whole and usual person to a tainted, discounted one” (Goffman, 1963, p. 3). Stigma can be broadly defined as an undesirable visible or invisible attribute that indicates a spoiled social identity and results in social disapproval (Bos et al., 2013). It is believed that people stigmatize for 3 main reasons: (1) to exploit/dominate, that is, to keep people down; (2) to enforce social norms, that is, to keep people in; and (3) to avoid disease, that is, to keep people away (Phelan, Link, and Dovidio, 2008).

Stigmatizing conditions can be characterized by their dimensions: concealability, course, disruptiveness, aesthetic qualities, origin, and peril (Jones et al., 1984). These dimensions offer a way to distinguish stigmatizing conditions from one another (Link & Phelan, 2013). Concealability refers to whether a stigmatized condition is visible or not (Goffman, 1963). People with visible stigmas such as race or physical disability are discredited whereas those with concealable stigmas such as mental illness or HIV infection are discreditable (Goffman, 1963). Whether a stigma is concealable or not may not affect the frequency of stigmatizing events that an individual experiences but influences the effectiveness of his/her coping strategies (Chaudoir et al., 2013).
Course refers to the degree to which a stigmatizing condition is considered to be reversible (Link & Phelan, 2013). Disruptiveness refers to the extent the condition disrupts or strains interpersonal relationships. Aesthetics refers to the degree to which “different marks elicit an instinctive and affective reaction of disgust” (Link & Phelan, 2013, p. 532). The more unaesthetic a condition is perceived to be, the more it is stigmatized. Origin is connected to the dimension of “controllability” or attribution. Individuals believed to have caused their stigmatizing condition, for example, substance abuse or obesity, receive more negative responses from others (Link & Phelan, 2013). On the other hand, when people attribute a low level of responsibility toward an individual for his/her stigmatized condition (for example, breast cancer), they are more likely to express sympathy toward the individual (Bos et al., 2013). Finally, the more a condition is perceived to be frightening (or dangerous), the more stigma it arouses. With regard to mental illness, the fear that individuals with psychosis will harm other people produces a desire for social distance (Link & Phelan, 2013).

**Stigmatization Process**

Link & Phelan (2011, 2013) offer a conceptualization of the stigma process, which has been widely cited. What distinguishes Link and Phelan’s (2001) conceptualization of stigma from previous definitions of the concept (for example, by Goffman (1963) and Jones et al. (1984) is that they describe stigma as a social process that is “created by structural power” (Yang et al., 2007, p. 2).

The components of the stigmatization process are briefly described here. First, there is the identification and labeling of human differences that are considered socially relevant or important, such as gender, skin color, IQ. (It is important to note that what
differences people give salience to are influenced by social, cultural, and economic forces and will vary by time and place.) The labeling or categorization process involves considerable oversimplification. For example, individuals are described as white or black even though there is considerably more variation in human skin color than those categories capture.

In the second step, labeled human differences are linked to undesirable characteristics or attributes—stereotyping. For example, it has been found that people associate or link the label “mental patient” with stereotypes about the dangerousness of the mentally ill. Stereotyping occurs in an automatic manner and is believed to facilitate quick decision-making. Other stereotypes about the mentally ill are that they are incompetent, dirty, and untrustworthy (Link & Phelan, 2013).

Associating labeled differences with negative characteristics leads to the belief that negatively labeled individuals [them] are “fundamentally different” from people without that label [us] and promotes the poor treatment of labeled individuals. For example, individuals with schizophrenia are often called “schizophrenics,” reflecting that these people are not individuals who happen to have a serious disease but that these people are their disease and are therefore fundamentally different from us.

The emotional responses of the stigmatized and stigmatizer are also an important component of the stigmatization process (Link & Phelan, 2013). For example, the stigmatizer may express negative emotions such as anger, pity, and fear toward a stigmatized person, who in turn may feel embarrassment, shame, or fear (Link & Phelan, 2013). Shame is a particularly important emotion in stigma process and can have harmful consequences for the stigmatized (Link & Phelan, 2013).
Labeling and stereotyping lead to the labeled person experiencing a loss of status and individual and structural discrimination. Finally, it is important to remember that it takes “social, economic, and political” (Link & Phelan, 2001, p. 375;) power to stigmatize. For example, although it is possible that mentally ill patients in a hospital may identify differences in their treatment providers, label these differences, link these labels with negative characteristics, and treat the providers in a derogatory manner, the providers would not end up experiencing status loss and discrimination because they have more social, economic, and political power than their patients.

To summarize, “stigma exists when elements of labeling, stereotyping, separation, status loss, and discrimination occur together in a power situation that allows them to do so” (Link & Phelan, 2001, p. 377).

Types of Stigma

Pryor and Reeder (2011) proposed a model to explain that stigmatization occurs at various levels: self-stigma, stigma by association, structural stigma, and public stigma. Public stigma comprises stigmatizing reactions that arise from how people (perceiver) perceive the features/dimensions of a stigmatized condition (target) and can be explicit or implicit (Bos et al., 2013). Self-stigma broadly refers to how “individuals respond to possessing a stigma” (Chaudoir et al., 2013, p. 76). Stigma by association or courtesy stigma refers to the stigmatizing reactions people express toward individuals associated with a stigmatized person and also “people’s reactions to being associated with a stigmatized person” (Bos et al., 2013, p. 2). Finally, structural stigma or discrimination refers to how stigma is perpetuated by “society’s institutions and ideological systems” (Pryor & Reeder, 2011).
Stigma as a Communication Process

Rachel Smith (2007) recently proposed a model to describe what are the essential characteristics of stigma communication. Smith’s model is evocative of Link & Phelan’s conceptualization of the stigma process. Smith defines stigma communication as messages that “spread through communities to teach their members to recognize the disgraced (i.e., recognizing stigmata) and to react accordingly” (p. 464).

According to Smith’s model, stigma messages have 4 characteristics/attributes. These messages contain content cues to “(1) distinguish people and (2) to categorize them as a separate social entity” (3) to link them with social and physical peril and (4) to imply that they are responsible for their condition.

The content cues trigger cognitive (the activation of stereotypes) and emotional reactions (such as anger, fear, and disgust)—both of which foster stigmatizing attitudes. People who are exposed to such stigma messages may then want to share them with others because these messages encourage “in-group solidarity.”

Anti-Stigma Appeals/Communication Messages

Based on Smith’s model, it can be proposed that by corollary, anti-stigma messages should contain content cues that (1) instead of distinguishing the stigmatized, increase identification with individuals with a stigmatized disease and thereby decrease the perceived entiativity of the stigmatized group; (2) demonstrate stigmatized individuals’ social value/moral value/how they practice reciprocity/that the stigmatized do not hinder the functioning of the group; (3) demonstrate how stigmatized individuals are at the receiving end of social and physical peril and are not the cause of it/ demonstrate that stigmatized individuals are not responsible for their condition/indicate
external attribution for their condition; and (4) encourage collective efforts to eliminate the stigma.

The above definition of an anti-stigma appeal targets stigma at both the individual and structural level. It’s important that anti-stigma messages do so because stigma is context-dependent—it is rooted in interpersonal relationships and is influenced by the culture and structure of society. So, a large number of individual-level-directed interventions, no matter how successful, will continually confront “negative reinforcement from the larger culture” (Pescosolido et al., 2013).

Another reason to consider targeting both individual and structural levels of stigma is that the mechanisms underlying these processes may be different. For example, with regard to mental illness, it has been found that individual discrimination (that is, social distance) is related to perceptions of fear and dangerousness of the mentally ill; however, structural discrimination is related to attributions of responsibility for the disease (Angermeyer & Matschinger, 2014).

This study investigates the effect of an anti-stigma appeal in the form of narrative news stories about mental illness. Specifically, the study examines how the nature of the images/visuals accompanying the narrative influences stigmatizing responses.

**Risk Perception and Coping and Stigma**

In the context of physical illness, studies have found that the use of visuals to communicate health information increases risk perceptions (Lee, Cameron, Wunsche, and Stevens, 2011). Chang (2013) provides a brief review of these studies. For example, with regard to public service announcements on sun protection, Boer, Huurne, and Taal (2006) found that people exposed to textual + pictorial information recalled more information
about the negative effects of sun exposure than those exposed to just textual information. With regard to health news, Gibson and Zillman (2000) found that when people were exposed to a news story about a fictitious disease, their risk perception was lower if the story was not accompanied with pictures. According to Zillman and Brosius (2000), pictures increase risk perception by increasing the vividness of risk information, and thereby making that information more accessible. In addition to enhancing risk perception, pictures enhance efficacy to cope with the risk by, for example, helping people imagine coping behaviors and by illustrating the processes involved (Chang, 2013) and by helping to illustrate that the coping behaviors are effective.

The symptoms of mental illness are not always visible and can be hard to imagine (for example, hallucinations). It can also be hard to comprehend how to cope with a mental illness. One of the advantages of the comics medium is that they can make visible invisible or abstract phenomena. Illustrations of symptoms of mental illness might help make them more vivid, and in doing so, also increase perceived severity of the illness. Illustrations may also enhance perceived response efficacy, which refers to perceptions of the effectiveness of the proposed strategies to prevent or treat the illness (Witte, 1992).

Based on the above, the following hypotheses are proposed:
H3: Participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with images (whether photos or cartoons) will report more perceived disease severity than participants exposed to a text-only news narrative.
H3a: Participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons will report more perceived disease severity than participants exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos.
H4: Participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with images (whether photos or cartoons) will report more perceived disease severity than participants exposed to a text-only news narrative.

H4a: Participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons will report more perceived disease severity than participants exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos.

H5: Participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with images (whether photos or cartoons) will report more perceived response efficacy than participants exposed to a text-only news narrative.

H5a: Participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons will report more perceived response efficacy than participants exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos.

H6: Participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with images (whether photos or cartoons) will report more perceived response efficacy than participants exposed to a text-only news narrative.

H6a: Participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons will report more perceived response efficacy than participants exposed to a narrative illustrated with photos.

In addition to risk perception, another variable that influences stigmatizing responses is how responsibility for health outcomes is configured.

**Social Determinants of Health and Stigma**

Social determinants of health have been defined as including “daily living conditions and the distribution of power, money and resources” (Todman, 2011). The
social determinants of mental health have been described as adverse social conditions that contribute to triggering chronic stress (particularly in individuals who are genetically predisposed to stress sensitivity), which can increase the risk of mental illness (Fisher & Baum, 2010). Examples of these social conditions include “low income, social isolation, insecure housing, unemployment, living in an unsafe community, and gendered violence” (Fisher & Baum, 2010, p. 1058). It has been found that stigma can be reduced by shifting attributions of responsibility for both the cause and solution of a health problem away from an individual and toward society by raising awareness about the social determinants of health.

According to attribution theory, people attribute the cause of an event to either internal or external factors (Weiner et al., 1988). Attributing an issue to internal factors reflects the belief that “a person’s disposition is caused by that person’s characteristics and so is within that person’s control” (Niederdeppe et al., 2008, p. 487). On the other hand, attributing an issue to external factors reflects the belief that “a person’s disposition is caused by contextual factors and so is outside that person’s control” (Niederdeppe et al., 2008, p. 487). For example, poverty can be attributed to internal factors—being lazy and lacking in motivation—or external factors—living in a destitute neighborhood (Niederdeppe et al., 2008, p. 487).

According to Weiner (1993, 2006), “(a) beliefs about what causes a social problem ([internal or external] causal attributions) influence (b) beliefs about who is responsible for addressing it ([internal or external] solution attributions), which in turn shape (c) personal behaviors (personal actions to help others) and support for proposed governmental solutions (policy beliefs) to address the problem” (Niederdeppe et al.,
With regard to stigmatized health conditions, individuals believed to have caused their stigmatizing condition, for example, substance abuse or obesity, receive more negative responses from others (Link & Phelan, 2013). On the other hand, when people attribute a low level of responsibility toward an individual for his/her stigmatized condition (for example, breast cancer), they are more likely to express sympathy toward the individual (Bos et al., 2013).

Understanding the social conditions or social circumstances that lead people to be exposed to individual-level risk factors for a disease helps to get at the root or fundamental causes of a disease. For example, encouraging people to change unhealthy habits (for example, eating fatty food) without understanding the social forces that lead them to engage in those unhealthy habits (for example, lack of transportation to access fresh vegetables) puts the burden of responsibility for safeguarding health on the individual and does little to change the fundamental social factors that put people at risk for disease (Link & Phelan, 1995). Therefore, it is important to pay attention to how cause and responsibility for health issues are framed in news coverage. Contextualizing the origin of individual-level risk factors for a disease can deflect responsibility for managing the disease away from the individual and toward society.

Two strategies suggested to increase salience of social determinants of health are narratives and visual imagery (Niederdeppe et al., 2008). Given that comics are visual narratives, I now turn to a brief discussion of how narratives work and how narrative persuasion relates to stigma reduction.
Narratives and Stigma

A narrative is “any cohesive and coherent story with an identifiable beginning, middle, and end that provides information about scene, characters, and conflict; raises unanswered questions or unresolved conflict; and provides resolution” (Hinyard & Kreuter, 2007, p. 778).

The persuasive potential of narratives is well-known. It has been shown that narratives have the potential to change peoples’ beliefs and attitudes through the mechanism of transportation (Green & Brock, 2000). Narrative transportation is defined as “a distinct mental process, an integrative melding of attention, imagery, and feelings” (Green & Brock, 2000, p. 701). Transportation is the “degree to which an individual is cognitively and affectively invested while reading a narrative” (Caputo & Rouner, 2011, p. 596). With regard to news on mental illness, a recent study found that compared to news stories in a non-narrative format, narrative stories were more effective at inducing transportation (Oliver et al., 2012).

Narratives also lead to more identification (Cohen, 2001). Identification has been defined as “as an imaginary process that entails merging with the character and sharing the character’s knowledge about the narrated events, adopting the character’s goals (i.e. hoping that they succeed), and sharing the character’s emotions (Tal-Or & Cohen, 2010, p. 404; Cohen, 2001, 2006). Identification is distinct from transportation in that while transportation refers to engagement with the narrative as a whole, the experience of identification is restricted to a specific character in the narrative (Tal-Or & Cohen, 2010).

Narratives also trigger positive emotional responses. A study also found that the narrative stories were more effective at inducing compassion toward stigmatized
individuals, by encouraging readers to take the perspective of these individuals, and also favorable behavioral intentions toward these individuals (Oliver et al., 2012). Another study showed that narrative ads on depression generated more sympathy toward depressed individuals than non-narrative ads (Chang, 2008). It has also been found that the more relevant participants find a narrative on mental illness, the lower is the social distancing behavior (a measure of stigma) they demonstrate (Caputo & Rouner, 2011).

Identification with and the emotional response to a story character could be influenced by the nature of the image that accompanies the story. It is worthwhile to examine different forms of images and their function.

**Nature and Functions of Images**

Images can be classified into different types depending on their level of realism (Wileman, 1993, as cited by Medley & Haddad, 2011). Images can be said to exist along a continuum from “concrete at the realistic end to abstract at the distilled end” (Wileman, 1993, cited in Medley & Haddad, 2011, p. 5). Types of images along this continuum in the order of increasing abstraction are “pictorial symbols, graphic symbols, and verbal symbols” (Wileman, 1993, cited in Medley & Haddad, 2011, p. 5). Examples of pictorial symbols are photographs and illustrations/drawings that represent a particular object or thing in a highly realistic manner. Graphic symbols are less realistic, and verbal symbols are purely abstract, for example, words. See Figure 1 below for an illustration of this continuum. Abstraction or a decrease in realism “moves images from the particular to the generic; from a focus on surface to a focus on structure; and from mimetic to symbolic” (Rodman, 1985, cited in Medley & Haddad, 2011, p. 6).
As explained earlier, comics are characterized by cartoons—simplistic, abstract, pictorial images that are stripped of details, and thereby, amplified in meaning (McCloud, 1993). This amplification is achieved by the cartoon’s ability to “focus our attention on an idea” (McCloud, 1993, p. 31), and the simplistic images elicit emotion, specifically, they “provoke identification in the reader” (Squier, 2008, p. 129). Comics artists use realistic pictures to portray the outside world and cartoons to portray the world within (McCloud, 1993, p. 41). Further, “by de-emphasizing the appearance of the physical world in favor of the idea of form, the cartoon places itself in the world of concepts” (McCloud, 1993, p. 41). Finally, while simply drawn characters “assist in reader identification” realistically drawn characters “objectify” the characters and in doing so, emphasize “their otherness from the reader” (McCloud, 1993, p. 44).

Based on the above, the following hypotheses are proposed.

H7: There will be a significant difference with regard to identification with the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression
accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control).

H8: There will be a significant difference with regard to identification with the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control).

H9: There will be a significant difference with regard to connectedness with the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control).

H10: There will be a significant difference with regard to connectedness with the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control).

H11: There will be a significant difference with regard to pity for the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control).

H12: There will be a significant difference with regard to pity for the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control).

H13: There will be a significant difference with regard to prejudicial feelings for the
story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control).

H14: There will be a significant difference with regard to prejudicial feelings for the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control).

H15: There will be a significant difference with regard to perceived responsibility beliefs between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).

H16: There will be a significant difference with regard to perceived responsibility beliefs (that is, beliefs about how much responsibility for the disease should be attributed to the individual) between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).

**Mental Illness Familiarity and Stigma**

With regard to mental illness stigma, it has also been found that familiarity with mental illness (for example, by having a family member or friend with mental illness) influences the level of social distance toward the mentally ill such that people who have experienced contact with the mentally ill are less likely to harbor stigmatizing attitudes toward them (Corrigan et al., 2001). The expectation is that mental-illness familiarity will intensify the predicted outcomes for H7-H16.
Based on this, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H7a: There will be a significant difference with regard to identification with the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

H8a: There will be a significant difference with regard to identification with the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

H9a: There will be a significant difference with regard to connectedness with the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

H10a: There will be a significant difference with regard to connectedness with the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

H11a: There will be a significant difference with regard to pity for the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression accompanied with
cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

**H12a:** There will be a significant difference with regard to pity for the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

**H13a:** There will be a significant difference with regard to prejudicial feelings for the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

**H14a:** There will be a significant difference with regard to prejudicial feelings for the story’s protagonist between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder accompanied with cartoons versus those exposed to a narrative with photos and those exposed to a narrative with text-alone (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

**H15a:** There will be a significant difference with regard to perceived responsibility beliefs (that is, degree to which individual is responsible for his/her condition) between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

**H16a:** There will be a significant difference with regard to perceived responsibility
beliefs between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control), and familiarity with mental illness will moderate this effect.

**Anti-Stigma Behavioral Intention and Behavior**

Identification with the narrative’s protagonist as well as feelings of connectedness with the protagonist should lead to anti-stigma behavioral intentions and behaviors. Specifically, this study looks at whether identification and connectedness reduce social distancing behavior (public stigma) and increase the likelihood of sharing the anti-stigma message (public stigma). Further, the study examines whether identification and connectedness lead to support for mental health policies (structural stigma), a reduction in coercion-segregation behavioral intentions (structural stigma), and willingness to donate to mental health organizations (structural stigma).

Structural stigma is an example of a social determinant of health. Niederdeppe et al. (2008) suggested the use of visual imagery to make salient the social determinants of health. Studies have used images to convey the social determinants of health and have examined responses to these visuals, be it in health campaigns (for example, Young, Subramanian, & Hinnant, 2015) or in news stories (Niederdeppe et al., 2015).

How does one convey the social determinants of health using images? A type of picture that might be helpful to communicate this complex and abstract concept is analogical pictures (Alessandrini, 1984). As the name suggests, these pictures convey “a concept or topic by showing something else and implying a similarity” (p. 68). They “might be especially useful when the concept or topic to be communicated is abstract or
has no tangible existence so that direct portrayal is difficult” (p. 68). Studies have found that the use of visual analogies can improve learning in adults (as reviewed by Alessandrini, 1984). Visual metaphors are an integral part of the comics language.

There are also arbitrary or logical pictures. These are “highly schematized visuals [that] do not look like the things they represent but are related logically or conceptually” (Alessandrini, 1984, p.70). Examples of these pictures are graphs, flowcharts, tree diagrams, and maps (Alessandrini, 1984). Studies on the effects of arbitrary pictures have found that they improve learning, and it is believed that they do so by “abstractly portray[ing] the essence of new concepts” (Alessandrini, 1984, p. 73). In this study, realistic images are operationalized as representational images: they are photographs—they resemble the object they represent. Abstract images are operationalized as interpretational images: they are cartoons—simplified versions of representational images, analogical, or arbitrary.

Based on the above, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H17: There will be a significant difference with regard to mental health policy support between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).

H17a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.

H17b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.

H17c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H18: There will be a significant difference with regard to mental health policy support between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with
cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).

H18a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.

H18b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.

H18c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H19: There will be a significant difference with regard to social distance behavioral intention between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).

H19a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.

H19b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.

H19c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H20: There will be a significant difference with regard to social distance behavioral intention between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).

H20a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.

H20b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.

H20c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H21: There will be a significant difference with regard to message dissemination intention between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).
H21a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.
H21b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.
H21c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H22: There will be a significant difference with regard to message dissemination intention between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).
H22a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.
H22b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.
H22c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H23: There will be a significant difference with regard to coercion-segregation intention between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).
H23a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.
H23b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.
H23c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H24: There will be a significant difference with regard to coercion-segregation intention between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).
H24a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.
H24b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.
H24c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H25: There will be a significant difference with regard to willingness to donate MTurk earnings to mental health organizations between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).

H25a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.

H25b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.

H25c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

H26: There will be a significant difference with regard to willingness to donate MTurk earnings to mental health organizations between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control).

H26a: This effect will be mediated by identification with the story character.

H26b: This effect will be mediated by connectedness with the story character.

H26c: This effect will be moderated by familiarity with mental illness.

**Political Ideology and Stigma**

Attitudes toward the mentally ill are also influenced by political ideology. For example, it’s been found that individuals who are hierarchical and communitarian in their outlook are more likely to support outpatient commitment laws for people with mental illness than those who are egalitarian and individualistic (Kahan et al., 2010). The latter qualities align with liberal identity (Wildavsky & Dake, 1990). Based on this, the following hypotheses are proposed.

H27: There will be a significant difference with regard to mental health policy support
between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control), and this effect will be moderated by liberal ideology.

H28: There will be a significant difference with regard to coercion-segregation intention between participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control), and this effect will be moderated by liberal ideology.

H29: There will be a significant difference with regard to mental health policy support between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control), and this effect will be moderated by liberal ideology.

H30: There will be a significant difference with regard to coercion-segregation intention between participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons versus those exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos or those exposed to a narrative with only text (control), and this effect will be moderated by liberal ideology.

Images and Learning

In addition to potentially different influences on identification, realistic versus abstract images have different effects on learning. For example, Mason et al. (2013) investigated how different types of illustrations—concrete/contextualized or
abstract/decontextualized—influenced learning from a science text. Factual knowledge and transfer (which is being able to apply knowledge to other situations) was measured in an immediate post-test as well as in a delayed post-test. The text was about the forces that act on a body on an inclined plane. In the concrete condition, the inclined plane was depicted by “a snow-covered hillside, and the descending body was a skier” (p. 363). The abstract condition “was a decontextualized representation as the plane and descending body were depicted schematically with no reference to any realistic scenario” (p. 363).

It was expected that both types of illustrated texts would enhance factual knowledge and transfer at immediate post-test compared to the non-illustrated text. It was also expected that the text illustrated with the concrete pictures would enhance factual knowledge to a greater extent than the text illustrated with the abstract pictures at the delayed post-test because concrete illustrations “contain retrieval cues that are beneficial for memory” (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995, as cited by Mason et al., 2013, p. 361). In other words, “the information conveyed is made more available in long-term memory by the concreteness of the representation (Koedinger & Nathan, 2004, as cited by Mason et al., 2013, p. 361). It was also hypothesized that both types of illustrated texts would enhance transfer to a greater extent than the non-illustrated text; further, the abstract illustrated text would enhance transfer to a greater extent than the concrete illustrated text because abstract pictures “help learners focus more on the structural characteristics of a phenomenon or situation (Colin et al., 2002; as cited by Mason et al., 2013, p. 361).

The authors found that the illustrated text—regardless of the type of illustration—improved learning—to a greater degree than the text alone. Also, at the delayed posttest, the concrete illustrated text produced most learning. However, with regard to knowledge
transfer, as against expectations, the abstract illustrated text and concrete illustrated text performed equally well. (The authors surmise that this might be because the knowledge transfer test was not strong enough; in other words, subjects were assessed on their ability to apply what they had learned to a pretty similar situation, not a drastically different one. So it’s hard to determine whether knowledge transfer was indeed occurring or not.) Also, readers exposed to the text with the abstract illustration were more efficient at text processing and spent more time integrating the picture and the text. The authors conclude that abstract illustrations may be more beneficial for learning concepts whereas concrete illustrations may be more useful for learning facts.

Support for this effect of realistic versus abstract pictures has also been found in more than 100 studies with adult learners conducted by Dwyer (1978; 1982-1983) et al. on the effects of realistic pictures that vary in detail (ranging from color photos to line drawings) (as cited in Alessandrini, 1984). The authors conclude “that simple line drawings are most helpful to learners while overly concrete or detailed visuals, such as photographs, do not aid learning” (p. 68, as cited in Alessandrini, 1984). The authors also found that realistic images do not improve learning if the material is too complex.

Based on the above, the following hypotheses are proposed:

H31: Participants exposed to a news narrative about depression illustrated with cartoons will have higher recall scores than participants exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos.

H31a: This effect will be greater for those who have a visual rather than verbal style of processing.
H32: Participants exposed to a news narrative about bipolar disorder illustrated with cartoons will have higher recall scores than participants exposed to a news narrative illustrated with photos.

H32a: This effect will be greater for those who have a visual rather than verbal style of processing.
Chapter 3: Method

Study Design

The study used a 3 (image: photograph, cartoon, no image/control) x 2 (message repetition: news narrative on depression, news narrative on bipolar disorder) between-subjects design. Depression and bipolar disorder were chosen as representative examples of common and severe mental illness, respectively. A priori power analysis using the G*Power 3.1 statistical power analysis program (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009) indicated a sample size of 251 for 95% power to detect a medium-sized effect ($f = .25$) at $\alpha = .05$. To compensate for potentially poor responses and to ensure adequate statistical power, the estimated sample size was increased by about 30%. The final sample size was 320.

Participants

A sample of 320 American adults was recruited through the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) website. MTurk is an online marketplace in which individuals or businesses (called “Requesters”) access “to a global, on-demand, 24x7 workforce” (called “Workers”) (“Amazon Mechanical Turk,” n.d.). MTurk workers are more representative of the general population; they are also less expensive to recruit (Berinsky, Huber, and Lenz, 2012). However, it is important to note that MTurk workers are typically younger, more politically liberal than the general public, and also pay more attention to tasks (Berinsky et al., 2012). These factors could influence how they respond to study questions and limit the external validity of the study (Berinsky et al., 2012). However, given that internal validity is the primary concern of experiments, these issues
are not of serious concern. MTurk has been found to be a useful way to collect data (Behrend et al. 2011; Paolacci et al. 2010; Rand 2012).

Requesters post an assignment or a “human intelligence task” (also called “HIT”) on the MTurk website. Workers can view the HIT and then decide to accept or reject it. To ensure good quality data, requesters can control which workers work on their HITs by only permitting workers who meet certain criteria to work on their HITs, for example, workers who have a HIT approval rate of 95% (approval rate is the percentage of submitted assignments that requesters have approved) and workers who have 100 or more approved HITs (number of HITs approved is the total number of assignments/tasks that have been approved for the worker). After a worker accepts and completes a particular HIT and the requester approves the work, the reward/payment for the HIT is transferred from the requester’s MTurk account to the worker’s Amazon payment account (“Mechanical Turk Concepts,” n.d.).

Sample inclusion criteria for this study were as follows: age, 18 or older; location, United States; HIT approval rate (%), greater or equal to 95; number of HITs approved, greater or equal to 100. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were compensated $2.00 for participating in the study. Participant demographic information is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Participant Demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>No. (%) of participants (n = 320)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>163 (50.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>155 (48.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t want to say</td>
<td>1 (.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>33.4 (9.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>19-77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African-American</td>
<td>23 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>253 (78.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino/Hispanic</td>
<td>13 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>24 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t want to say</td>
<td>2 (.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital status</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/Living with partner</td>
<td>155 (48.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never been married</td>
<td>150 (46.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced, widowed, or separated</td>
<td>15 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational level</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma or less</td>
<td>44 (13.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>110 (34.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate</td>
<td>139 (43.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced degree</td>
<td>27 (8.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment status</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed for wages/self-employed</td>
<td>255 (79.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>17 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>6 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-work or unable to work</td>
<td>15 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>27 (8.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household income</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than $25,000</td>
<td>78 (24.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,001 to $50,000</td>
<td>109 (33.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,001 to $75,000</td>
<td>64 (19.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than $75,000</td>
<td>64 (19.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t want to say</td>
<td>5 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Procedure**

The study was created on the Qualtrics survey platform and administered through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions:
(1) news narrative on depression (text only; control), (2) news narrative on depression with photos, (3) news narrative on depression with cartoons, (4) news narrative on bipolar disorder (text only; control), (5) news narrative on bipolar disorder with photos, and (6) news narrative on bipolar disorder with cartoons. Before viewing the story in their assigned condition, participants were asked about their familiarity with mental illness (Holmes et al., 1999) and their preference for visual versus verbal information processing (Childers, Houston, Heckler, 1985). After participants answered these questions, they viewed the story. In order to ensure that participants paid attention to the story, a timer was inserted into the survey platform so that participants had to spend a minimum amount of time reading the story and would not be able to advance through the study until they had met or exceeded that minimum time limit. This timer was set as 2 minutes for the text-only conditions and 3 minutes and 30 seconds for the text-plus-image conditions.

After viewing the story, participants were asked open- and closed-ended questions that evaluated, for example, their emotional and cognitive response to the story; their attitudes, behavioral intentions, and behavior toward people with mental illness; their response to the images and text in the story; and demographic characteristics (for example, age, gender, political ideology).

The time required for completing the study was estimated to be about 20 minutes; however, participants were given an hour to complete the study. Study completion time ranged from 6 to 50 minutes. The mean study completion time was 15.95 minutes +/- 6.82 minutes. Most participants took 11.35 minutes to complete the study.
Stimuli

The experimental stimuli comprised six types of news stories—three on depression and three on bipolar disorder. Of the three stories on depression, one had only text and served as a control; one had photos in addition to text; and one had cartoons in addition to text. The three stories on bipolar disorder were also of the same type. Participants were randomly assigned to view one of these six types of stories.

Text. The content of the news narratives on depression and bipolar disorder were based on a variety of sources: published news stories on these illnesses from news organizations such as NPR, The Daily Herald, the BBC; university news outlets such as the University of Missouri’s Vox Magazine and the University of Kansas’s University Daily Kansan; and non-profit organizations such as psychcentral.com and pendulum.org. The stories on both depression and bipolar disorder told the story of central character Eliza Smith’s experience with depression and bipolar disorder, respectively. Each story described the onset of her illness, the symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment. The stories were both about 800 to 1000 words long. Both stories were formatted to look like online news stories.

Images. As explained above, for both the depression and bipolar condition, one story had photos in addition to text and one had cartoons in addition to text.

Photographs. An undergraduate female student at the University of Missouri served as the model for Eliza Smith, the protagonist in both the depression and bipolar disorder narratives. A master’s student at the University of Missouri and the author served as models for other female story characters. Both the undergraduate and master’s student models signed a “model release form,” and in doing so, provided written consent
for the photographs to be presented at research conferences and published in academic journals or other academic literature. Please see Appendix B for an example of a model release form. Also, both students were compensated $20 for their time.

Almost all photographs were taken over a two-week period on the campus of the University of Missouri in February 2016. The photographer is a doctoral journalism student and photojournalist at the University of Missouri who volunteered to work on this project. The depression story had a total of 12 photographs; the bipolar story, 10. All photographs were in black and white. For the depression story, one of the photographs was an image of an MRI scan showing differences in activity levels between a brain with and without depression. This image is not original—it was sourced from Google Images, was converted to black and white, and was altered so that it was text-free.

**Cartoons.** The cartoons in the study were operationalized as follows: similar to the photographs but simplistic, devoid of detail, and depicting the inner emotions/thoughts of the story characters. The cartoons for the cartoon versions of the depression and bipolar stories were based on the photographs in the corresponding photo versions of the stories. This was to ensure that the images were as similar as possible. The cartoons were designed by a graphic designer, who is a graduate of the journalism master’s program at the University of Missouri.

The photographs were converted to simple black and white cartoon illustrations, such that the cartoon was identical to its corresponding photo with regard to size and placement of people and objects. This was achieved by drawing over the photographs using Adobe Illustrator. The photographs were then removed, leaving behind the outlines of the images. Cartoon elements, such as visual metaphors, personified emotions, and
thought bubbles, were then added in. The author provided ideas for these elements for each cartoon to the designer. The ideas for these elements were inspired by graphic novels about mental illness (for example, “Marbles: Mania, Depression, Michelangelo, and Me: A Graphic Memoir” (Forney, 2012); “Living with a Black Dog: His Name is Depression” (Johnstone, 2006); and “Mom’s Cancer” (Fies, 2006). Some ideas also emerged from brainstorming discussions with the graphic designer. The 22 cartoons were designed over a five-month period, ranging from February to June 2016. The designer was compensated $326.50 for her work.

Two journalism/communication faculty members in midwestern universities and two doctoral journalism/communication students (one of whom is also a trained mental-health therapist) from midwestern and northeastern universities were requested to read the stories and provide feedback on the text and images. Edits/revisions were made based on their feedback.

Pre-Test

To ensure that the cartoons were similar to their corresponding photographs from which they were derived, a sample of 330 U.S. MTurk adults with a HIT approval rate of 95% or above and 100 or more HITs approved were recruited to take an “assessing image similarity” study. An MTurk sample was used to ensure that the participants who assessed the similarity of the images used in the stimuli and those who took the main study had a similar demographic makeup. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were given 15 minutes to complete the study (estimated study duration time, 2 minutes). Participants were compensated $0.30 for their time.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of 22 conditions. (There were 22
conditions because there were a total of 22 pairs of images. A sample size of 330 ensured that at least 15 participants were assigned to each condition.) Each condition had a total of two pairs of images. Each pair was made up of one cartoon and one photograph. It is important to note that the order in which the images were presented—cartoon first and then photograph or photograph first and then cartoon—was varied to ensure that there were no order effects.

In each condition, participants were presented with the first pair of images, asked to compare the images, and then asked to indicate (on a scale of 1 to 5; 1, strongly disagree; 5, strongly agree) how much they agreed or disagreed with the following nine statements that assessed image similarity: “The photograph and cartoon visually resemble each other”; “The photograph and cartoon are of the same size”; “The cartoon and photograph depict the same event”; “The placement of people in both images is the same”; “The placement of objects in both images is the same”; “The cartoon is a simplified, less detailed version of the photograph”; “The cartoon shows what the person is feeling or thinking”; “The cartoon shows what the person is feeling or thinking”; “The photograph shows what the person is feeling or thinking”; “The photograph is more realistic/lifelike than the cartoon.”

After participants had finished rating the first pair of images, they were presented with the second pair of images, asked to compare them, and then asked to indicate (on a scale of 1 to 5; 1, strongly disagree; 5, strongly agree) how much they agreed or disagreed with the same nine statements.

The mean study completion time was 3.6 minutes (SD = +/- 14.34 seconds). Most participants took 2.6 minutes to complete the study. Most participants agreed that the
images were visually similar (M = 3.99, SD = .41), of the same size (M = 4.36, SD = .37), depicted the same event (M = 4.02, SD = .43), and that the placement of people in both images was similar (M = 4.14, SD = .52). Further, most participants agreed that the cartoons (M = 4.0, SD = .62) showed what the person was thinking/feeling whereas the photographs did not (M = 2.54, SD = .56). This difference was significant (t (86) = 11.51, p < 0.01).

**Dependent Variables**

**Message credibility.** Based on Appelman and Sundar (2015), message credibility was measured by asking participants to rate (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree) how well the following adjectives described the content they just read: “accurate, authentic, and reliable.” Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DText = .83; Cronbach’s alpha for DPhoto = .85; Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoon = .87; Cronbach’s alpha for BPhoto = .91; Cronbach’s alpha for BText = .89; Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoon = .89). So the scores for the three items for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextCredibility: M = 17.34, SD = 2.91; DPhotoCredibility: 18.63, SD = 2.56; DCartoonCredibility: M = 18.56, SD = 2.15; BPhotoCredibility: M = 18.33, SD = 2.24; BTextCredibility: M = 18.42, SD = 2.88; BCartoonCredibility: M = 18.1, SD = 2.36). Higher values (up to 21 possible) indicate more credibility.

**Identification.** Drawing on Tal-Or and Cohen (2010), identification was measured by asking participants to rate the following items (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree): “I understand the events in the story the way Eliza understood them”, “I think I understand Eliza well,” “While reading the story, I felt like Eliza felt,” “While reading the story,” “I felt like I could really get inside Eliza’s head,” “I tend to understand
why Eliza did what she did.” Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextIdentification = .90, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoIdentification = .87, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonIdentification = .87, Cronbach’s alpha for BPhoto = .87, Cronbach’s alpha for BText = .79, Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoon = .77). So the scores for the five items for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextIdentification: M = 24.02, SD = 7.1; DPhotoIdentification: M = 27.58, SD = 5.06; DCartoonIdentification: M = 26.27, SD = 5.31; BPhotoIdentification: M = 24.6, SD = 5.73, BTextIdentification: M = 25.56, SD = 4.54, BCartoonIdentification: M = 25.12, SD = 4.84). Higher values (up to 35 possible) indicate stronger identification.

**Prejudicial feelings.** Drawing on Ramasubramanian (2010), participants’ prejudicial feelings were assessed by asking them to what extent the following adjectives described their feelings toward the story’s protagonist: “discomfort, nervousness, disgust, dislike, fear, and anger” (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree). Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextPrejudicialFeelings = .94, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoPrejudicialFeelings = .88, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonPrejudicialFeelings = .91, BPhotoPrejudicialFeelings = .92, BTextPrejudicialFeelings = .91, BCartoonPrejudicialFeelings = .90). So the scores for the six items for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextPrejudicialFeelings: M =11.85, SD = 7.48, DPhotoPrejudicialFeelings: M = 10.08, SD = 5.88, DCartoonPrejudicialFeelings: M = 10.75, SD = 6.78, BPhotoPrejudicialFeelings: M = 10.67, SD = 6.02, BTextPrejudicialFeelings: M = 10.13, SD = 5.64, BCartoonPrejudicialFeelings: M = 10.69, SD = 6.37). Higher values (up to 42 possible) indicate stronger prejudicial feelings.
**Pity.** Drawing on Oliver et al. (2013), participants were asked to what extent the following adjectives described their feelings toward the story’s protagonist: pity, “sympathy, sorry for, worried for” (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree). Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextPity = .89, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoPity = .74, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonPity = .78, Cronbach’s alpha for BPhotoPity = .83, Cronbach’s alpha for BTextPity = .75, Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoonPity = .73). So the scores for the four items for pity for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextPity: M = 18.44, SD = 6.28; DPhotoPity: M = 20.77, SD = 4.32; DCartoonPity: M = 20.04, SD = 4.59; BPhotoPity: M = 18.83, SD = 5.27; BTextPity: M = 18.71, SD = 4.47; BCartoonPity: M = 20.22, SD = 4.34). Higher values (up to 28 possible) indicate stronger feelings of pity.

**Connectedness.** Drawing on Oliver et al. (2013), participants were asked to what extent the following adjectives described their feelings toward the story’s protagonist: “closeness, caring, connection, compassion” (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree). Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextConnectedness = .89, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoConnectedness = .86, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonConnectedness = .83, Cronbach’s alpha for BPhotoConnectedness = .89, Cronbach’s alpha for BTextConnectedness = .79, Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoonConnectedness = .78). So the scores for the four items for connectedness for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextConnectedness: M = 18.43, SD = 6.18, DPhotoConnectedness: M = 22.64, SD = 4.31, DCartoonConnectedness: M = 19.85, SD = 4.5; BPhotoConnectedness: M = 19.65, SD = 5.25; BTextConnectedness: M = 19.76, SD = 4.38; BCartoonConnectedness: M = 20.5, SD = 4.31). Higher values (up to 28
possible) indicate stronger feelings of connectedness.

**Perceived severity.** Drawing on Chang (2013), participants were asked to rate the following items: “Depression is a serious disease”; “Depression has serious consequences” (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree). For the bipolar disorder condition, the same items were used except that “depression” was replaced with “bipolar disorder.” Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextPerceivedSeverity = .88, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoPerceivedSeverity = .82, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonPerceivedSeverity = .70, Cronbach’s alpha for BPhotoPerceivedSeverity = .93, Cronbach’s alpha for BTextPerceivedSeverity = .91, Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoonPerceivedSeverity = .91). So the scores for the two items for perceived severity for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (BTextPerceivedSeverity: M = 12.64, SD = 1.75, BPhotoPerceivedSeverity: M = 12.38, SD = 1.72, BCartoonPerceivedSeverity: M = 12.67, SD = 1.58). Higher values (up to 14) indicate stronger perceived severity.

**Perceived response efficacy.** Drawing on Chang (2013), participants were asked to rate the following items: “The story provides effective strategies to treat depression” “The story provides effective recommendations to treat depression”; “The story provides useful information to treat depression” (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree). For the bipolar disorder condition, the same items were used except that “depression” was replaced with “bipolar disorder.” Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextPerceivedResponseEfficacy = .89, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoPerceivedResponseEfficacy = .90. Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonPerceivedResponseEfficacy = .96, Cronbach’s alpha for
BPhotoPerceivedResponseEfficacy = .89, Cronbach’s alpha for
BTextPerceivedResponseEfficacy = .90, Cronbach’s alpha for
BCartoonPerceivedResponseEfficacy = .90). So the scores for the three items for
perceived response efficacy for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed
to create a single scale (DTextPerceivedResponseEfficacy: M = 16.00, SD = 2.97,
DPhotoPerceivedResponseEfficacy: M = 16.57, SD = 3.18,
DCartoonPerceivedResponseEfficacy: M = 16.58, SD = 3.32;
BPhotoPerceivedResponseEfficacy: M = 15.33, SD = 3.11;
BTextPerceivedResponseEfficacy: M = 15.18, SD = 3.83;
BCartoonPerceivedResponseEfficacy: M = 15.37, SD = 3.54). Higher values (up to 14)
indicate stronger perceived response efficacy.

**Personal responsibility beliefs.** Drawing on Corrigan et al. (2003), participants’
personal responsibility beliefs regarding mental illness were measured by asking them to
rate the following items: “I think people with depression have themselves to blame for
their illness (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree);” “Do you think the cause of
depression is under personal control? (1, not at all under personal control; 7, completely
under personal control);” “How responsible do you think are people with depression for
their illness? (1, not at all responsible; 7, very responsible).” For the bipolar disorder
condition, the same items were used except that “depression” was replaced with “bipolar
disorder.” Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextPerceivedResponsibility =
.75, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoPerceivedResponsibility = .82, Cronbach’s alpha for
DCartoonPerceivedResponsibility = .83, Cronbach’s alpha for
BPhotoPerceivedResponsibility = .89, Cronbach’s alpha for
BTextPerceivedResponsibility = .67, Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoonPerceivedResponsibility = .81) So the scores for the three items for perceived response efficacy for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextPerceivedResponsibility: M = 8.06, SD = 3.62, DPhotoPerceivedResponsibility: M = 6.74, SD = 3.61, DCartoonPerceivedResponsibility: M = 7.6, SD = 3.81; BPhotoPerceivedResponsibility: M = 5.46, SD = 3.75; BCartoonPerceivedResponsibility: M = 5.1, SD = 3.13). Higher values (up to 21) indicate stronger perceived responsibility beliefs.

**Social distance.** Drawing on Link et al. (1987), social distancing responses toward people with mental illness was assessed by asking participants to rate the following items: “If you were a landlord, would you rent out an apartment to someone with depression?” “Would you be willing to accept a person with depression as your coworker?” “Would you be willing to accept a person with depression as your neighbor?” “Would you be willing to hire a person with depression for taking care of your kids for a few hours?” “Would you be willing to accept a person with depression as your in-law?” “Would you introduce someone with depression to your friends?” “If a friend of yours was looking for an employee, would you recommend someone with depression? (1, strongly unwilling; 7, strongly willing).” For the bipolar disorder condition, the same items were used except that “depression” was replaced with “bipolar disorder.”

Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextSocialDistance = .92, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoSocialDistance = .89, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonSocialDistance = .89, Cronbach’s alpha for BPhotoSocialDistance = .90, Cronbach’s alpha for BTextSocialDistance = .88, Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoonSocialDistance = .90). So the
scores for the seven items for social distance for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextSocialDistance: M = 36.94, SD = 9.02, DPhotoSocialDistance: M = 38.89, SD = 7.61, DCartoonSocialDistance: M = 39.29, SD = 6.80, BPhotoSocialDistance: M = 38.33, SD = 7.57; BTextSocialDistance: M = 37.64, SD = 7.31; BCartoonSocialDistance: M = 37.57, SD = 8.57). Higher values (up to 49) indicate less likelihood to have social distance behavioral intentions.

Coercion-segregation. Drawing on Corrigan et al. (2003), coercion-segregation responses toward the story’s protagonist was assessed by asking participants to rate the following items: “I think Eliza poses a risk to her neighbors unless she is hospitalized,” “I think it would be best for Eliza’s community if she were put away in a psychiatric hospital,” “How much do you think a psychiatric institution, where Eliza can be kept away from her neighbors is best?” “If I were in charge of Eliza’s treatment, I would force her to live in a group home (1, strongly disagree; 7, strongly agree).” For the bipolar disorder condition, the same items were used except that “depression” was replaced with “bipolar disorder.” Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextCoercion-Segregation = .95, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoCoercion-Segregation= .96, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonCoercion-Segregation= .98, Cronbach’s alpha for BPhotoCoercion-Segregation = .96, Cronbach’s alpha for BTextCoercion-Segregation= .94, Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoonCoercion-Segregation= .94). So the scores for the four items for coercion-segregation for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextCoercion-Segregation: M = 7.13, SD = 4.96, DPhotoCoercion-Segregation: M = 7.25, SD = 5.66, DCartoonCoercion-Segregation: M = 6.35, SD = 4.24; BPhotoCoercion-Segregation: M = 6.38, SD = 4.06; BTextCoercion-
Segregation: M = 6.22, SD = 4.27; BCartoonCoercion-Segregation: M = 6.02, SD = 3.91). Higher values (up to 28) indicate stronger coercion-segregation behavioral intentions.

**Mental-health policy support.** Drawing on Barry et al. (2014), policy support in regard to mental illness was assessed by asking participants to rate the following items:

“Do you favor or oppose requiring insurance companies to offer benefits for the treatment of mental illness that are equivalent to benefits for other medical services?”

“Do you favor or oppose increasing government spending on the treatment of mental illness?”

“Do you favor or oppose increasing government spending on programs to subsidize housing costs for people with mental illness?”

“Do you favor or oppose increasing government spending on programs that help people with drug addiction/mental illness find jobs and provide on-the-job support as needed?” (1, strongly oppose; 7, strongly favor). For the bipolar disorder condition, the same items were used except that “depression” was replaced with “bipolar disorder.” Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextMental-IllnessPolicySupport = .88, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoMental-IllnessPolicySupport = .83, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonMental-IllnessPolicySupport = .85, BPhotoMental-IllnessPolicySupport = .89, BTextMental-IllnessPolicySupport = .89, BCartoonMental-IllnessPolicySupport = .83). So the scores for the four items for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextMental-IllnessPolicySupport: M = 21.35, SD = 4.88; DPhotoMental-IllnessPolicySupport: M = 23.38, SD = 4.2; DCartoonMental-IllnessPolicySupport: M = 22.73, SD = 4.58; BPhotoMental-IllnessPolicySupport: M = 23.4, SD = 3.81; BTextMental-IllnessPolicySupport: M = 22.71, SD = 5.16; BCartoonMental-

**Dissemination likelihood.** Drawing on Smith (2012), participants’ likelihood of sharing the message was assessed by asking participants the following question: “How likely would you be to share this message with: family, close friends, colleagues/classmates/coworkers” (1, not likely; 5, very likely; 6, not applicable). Reliability was high (Cronbach’s alpha for DTextDisseminationLikelihood = .96, Cronbach’s alpha for DPhotoDisseminationLikelihood = .92, Cronbach’s alpha for DCartoonDisseminationLikelihood = .95, Cronbach’s alpha for BPhotoDisseminationLikelihood = .90, Cronbach’s alpha for BTextDisseminationLikelihood = .87, Cronbach’s alpha for BCartoonDisseminationLikelihood = .90). So the scores for the three items for the depression and bipolar conditions each were summed to create a single scale (DTextDisseminationLikelihood: M = 9.07, SD = 4.15; DPhotoDisseminationLikelihood: M = 11.25, SD = 3.46; DCartoonDisseminationLikelihood: M = 10.29, SD = 4.14; BPhotoDisseminationLikelihood: M = 10.19, SD = 3.66; BCartoonDisseminationLikelihood: M = 9.86, SD = 4.08; BTextDisseminationLikelihood: M = 10.24, SD = 3.52). Higher values (up to 15) indicate stronger likelihood of disseminating the message.

**Donation.** As a behavioral measure, participants were asked the following questions: “Are you willing to donate some portion of your MTurk earnings from this study to fund mental health services?” (1, yes; 2, no) “If yes, how much (range, 0.1 to 2 dollars).” Regardless of how they responded to this question, no money was actually
deducted from the amount participants’ were compensated (that is, $2) for participation in the study—All participants were paid $2.

**Recall.** To assess how well participants’ remembered the story, they were asked the following two questions in the depression condition: (1) “Eliza Smith had all of the following symptoms except for: Episodes of mania, lack of concentration, feeling of exhaustion, difficulty interacting with people.” (2) “Eliza Smith did all of the following to improve her mental health except for: Taking a semester off, medication, cooking classes, talk therapy.” For the bipolar condition, participants were asked the following two questions: (1) “Which of the following best describes how the story explained the states experienced by a person with bipolar disorder? “Each person may experience a variety of states, ranging from mania to depression. Treatment triggers mania. Mania and depression do not occur simultaneously. Depression gradually develops into mania during the course of a lifetime.” (2) “What was said about students’ access to treatment? Students have relatively easy access to treatment at their universities. Students don't need much treatment because the illness is at the early stages of development. Students have a better chance of getting help because of their flexible schedules. Community mental-health care can be expensive.”

**Manipulation check.** In the text version of both the depression and bipolar conditions, participants were asked the following question: Did the story you just read have images in addition to text (yes/no)? In the photo and cartoon versions of both the depression and bipolar conditions, participants were asked the following questions: “Did the story you just read have images in addition to text (yes/no)?” “If yes, what type of images were they (photographs/cartoons)?” The manipulation was successful. For the
depression story, in the text condition, 94.44% of participants answered the question “Did the story you just read have images in addition to text (yes/no)?” correctly. In the cartoon condition, all participants answered the question correctly. Further, of these, 98.2% correctly identified the story images as cartoons in response to the question “If yes, what type of images were they (photographs/cartoons)”? In the photo condition, 98.11% correctly indicated that the story had images in addition to text, and of these participants, all correctly identified the images as photographs in response to the question “If yes, what type of images were they (photographs/cartoons)?”

For the bipolar story, in both the photo and cartoon conditions, all participants correctly answered the question “Did the story you just read have images in addition to text (yes/no)?” correctly. Further, all correctly identified the images as either photos or cartoons in response to the question “If yes, what type of images were they (photographs/cartoons)?” In the text condition, 90.9% correctly indicated that the story had no images.

Open-ended questions. In the image versions of both the depression and bipolar disorder stories, just before the demographic questions, participants were asked the following two questions: “Please list at least 3 thoughts about the text in the story you just read.” “Please list at least 3 thoughts about the images in the story you just read.” For participants who received the text version of the stories, they were asked the following question: “Please list at least 3 thoughts about the story you just read.”

Moderator Variables

Level of contact with mental illness. Drawing on Holmes et al. (1999), before participants were exposed to the stimulus, their familiarity with mental illness was
assessed by asking them to read items that described situations involving different
degrees of contact with people with mental illness. Participants were asked to check all
situations they had experienced in their lifetime. Each item was assigned a rank-order
score, and the index for familiarity with mental illness was the rank score of the situation
that described the closest degree of contact with persons with mental illness. The
following are the items along with the rank order of the item: “I have watched a movie or
television show in which a character depicted a person with mental illness” (3). “My job
involves providing services/treatment for persons with a mental illness” (8). “I have
observed, in passing, a person I believe may have had a mental illness” (2). “I have
observed persons with a mental illness on a frequent basis” (5). “I have a mental illness”
(12). “I have worked with a person who had a mental illness at my place of employment”
(6). “I have never observed a person that I was aware had a mental illness” (1). “My job
includes providing services to persons with a mental illness” (7). “A friend of the family
has a mental illness” (9). “I have a relative who has a mental illness” (10). “I have
watched a documentary about mental illness” (4). “I live with a person who has a mental
illness” (11). “I do not have any of the listed experiences with mental illness” (0).

**Style of processing.** Before exposure to the stimulus, to determine participants’
preference for visual or verbal processing, they were asked to rate the following items (1,
always true; 4, always false): “I enjoy doing work that requires the use of words.” “There
are some special times in my life that I like to relive by mentally “picturing” just how
everything looked.” “I can never seem to find the right word when I need it.” “I do a lot
of reading.” “When I’m trying to learn something new, I’d rather watch a demonstration
than read how to do it.” “I think I often use words in the wrong way.” “I enjoy learning
new words.” “I like to picture how I could fix up my apartment or a room if I could buy anything I wanted.” “I often make written notes to myself.” “I like to daydream.” “I generally prefer to use a diagram rather than a written set of instructions.” “I like to doodle.” “I find it helps to think in terms of mental pictures when doing many things.” “After I meet someone for the first time, I can usually remember what they look like but not much about them.” “I like to think of synonyms for words.” “When I have forgotten something, I frequently try to form a mental picture to remember it.” “I like learning new words.” “I prefer to read instructions about how to do something rather than have someone show me.” “I prefer activities that require a lot of reading.” “I seldom daydream.” “I spend very little time trying to increase my vocabulary.” “My thinking often consists of mental “pictures” or images.” Reliability was low: Cronbach’s alpha was .69. Therefore, this variable was not considered for further data analysis. Consequently, hypotheses H31a and H32a could not be tested.

**Liberal ideology.** At the end of the study, participants were asked demographic questions, which included the questions “How conservative are you?” and “How liberal are you?” The variable “How conservative are you” was recoded, and then values were compared with the variable “How liberal are you.” Data from 22 subjects who did not have similar values on both items was deleted. Then, the two variables were summed to form a 2-item measure of degree of liberal ideology (Cronbach’s alpha = .95; M = 7.14, SD = 2.44). Higher values (up to 10) indicate stronger liberal ideology.

**Data Analysis**

Quantitative data were analyzed in SPSS22 using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the independent samples t-test. Further, the PROCESS macro (Hayes
2013) was used to conduct moderation and mediation analyses. Data were screened for univariate outliers (n=19) by deleting data points for each variable that were greater than +/- 3.29 standard deviations away from the mean. Qualitative data (responses to the open-ended questions) were coded using the constant-comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Chapter 4: Results

Message Credibility

For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was a significant difference between the three groups (photo, cartoon, and text (control)) with regard to perceptions of message credibility such that participants who saw the photo version (M = 18.63) or the cartoon version (18.56) reported more credibility than those who saw the text-only version (M = 17.34) (F(2,159) = 5.25, p = .006). Thus, H1 was supported. Tukey’s post-hoc analyses revealed significant differences in perceived credibility between the text and photo (p = .013) and text and cartoon narratives (p = .018). However, there was no significant difference in perceived credibility between the photo and cartoon narratives (p = .99) (RQ1).

For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant differences between the three groups (M (photo) = 18.27, M (text) = 18.70, M (cartoon) = 18.1) with regard to perceptions of message credibility (F(2,155)=1.068, p = .346). Thus, H2 was not supported. There was also no significant difference in perceived credibility between the photo and cartoon narratives (t(100) = .39, p = .70) (RQ2).

Perceived Severity and Perceived Response Efficacy

For participants who viewed the story on depression, there were no significant differences among the three groups with regard to perceived disease severity (M (photo) = 12.64, M (text) = 12.60, M (cartoon) = 12.64) (F(2, 160) = .008, p = .992). Thus, H3 and H3a were not supported. Further, there was also no significant difference among these groups with regard to perceived response efficacy (M (photo) = 16.57, M (text) =
For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there were no significant differences among the three groups with regard to perceived disease severity (M (photo) = 12.38, M (text) = 12.91, M (cartoon) = 12.67) (F(2, 155) = 1.634, p = .199). Thus, H4 and H4a were not supported. There were also no significant differences among these three groups with regard to perceived response efficacy (M (photo) = 15.33, M (text) = 15.18, M (cartoon) = 15.37) (F(2, 157) = .043, p = .958). Thus, H6 and H6a were not supported.

**Identification**

For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was a significant difference among the three groups (photo, cartoon, and text (control)) with regard to identification, such that participants who saw the photo version (M = 27.58) reported more identification with the story character than those who saw the cartoon (M = 26.27) or text-only version (M = 24.36) (F(2, 160) = 4.25, p = .017). Thus, H7 was supported.

For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, however, there were no significant differences between the three groups (M (photo) = 24.6, M (text) = 25.56, M (cartoon) = 25.12) (F(2, 157) = .49, p = .61) with regard to identification. Thus, H8 was not supported.

**Affective Reactions**

**Connectedness.** For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was a significant difference among the three groups (photo, cartoon, and text (control)) with regard to identification, such that participants who saw the photo version (M = 22.64)
reported more connectedness with the story character than those who saw the cartoon (M = 19.85) or text-only version (M = 18.43) (F (2, 160) = 9.474, p < .01). Thus, H9 was supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant difference among the three groups (M (photo) = 19.65, M (text) = 19.76, M (cartoon) = 20.5) with regard to connectedness (F (2, 157) = .491, p = .613). Thus, H10 was not supported.

**Pity.** For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was a marginally significant difference with regard to pity toward the story’s protagonist among the three groups with photo eliciting the most pity, following by cartoon and then text (M (photo) = 20.77, M (text) = 18.44, M (cartoon) = 20.04) (F(2, 161) = 2.85, p = .059); however, Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance was significant (p = .02). Thus, H11 was not supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant difference with regard to pity toward the story’s protagonist among the three groups (M (photo) = 18.83, M (text) = 18.71, M (cartoon) = 20.22) (F(2, 157) = 1.643, p = .197). Thus, H12 was not supported.

**Prejudicial feelings.** For participants who viewed the story on depression, there were no significant differences in prejudicial feelings toward the story’s protagonist among the three groups (M (photo) = 10.08, M (text) = 11.85, M (cartoon) = 10.3) (F(2, 160) = 1.2, p = .304). Thus, H13 was not supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there were no significant differences in prejudicial feelings toward the story’s protagonist among the three groups (M (photo) = 10.67, M (text) = 10.13, M (cartoon) = 10.69) (F(2, 157) = .152, p = .859). Thus, H14 was not supported.
Perceived Responsibility Beliefs

For participants who viewed the story on depression, there were no significant differences among the three groups with regard to perceived responsibility beliefs (M (photo) = 6.74, M (text) = 8.06, M (cartoon) = 7.6) (F(2, 160) = 1.765, p = .175). Thus H15 was not supported. For those who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant difference between those exposed to the photo (M = 4.9, SD = 2.5) and cartoon (M = 5.1, SD = 3.13) versions of the story (t(1, 95.012) = .726). Thus, H16 was not supported. (Those exposed to the text version of the story were not considered for this analysis because the perceived responsibility scale for that group was found to be not reliable (Cronbach’s alpha < .70)).

Behavioral Intentions and Behavior

Mental health policy support. For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was no significant difference among the groups with regard to support for mental-health policy (M (photo) = 23.38, M (text) = 21.62, M (cartoon) = 22.73) (F(2,160) = 2.123, p = .123). Thus, H17 was not supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant difference among the groups with regard to support for mental-health policy (M (photo) = 23.40, M (text) = 23.06, M (cartoon) = 24.39) (F(2,156) = 1.473, p = .232). Thus, H18 was not supported.

Social distance. For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was no significant difference among the groups with regard to social distance (M (photo) = 39.50, M (text) = 37.42, M (cartoon) = 39.8) (F(2,158) = 1.888, p = .155). Thus, H19 was not supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was also no significant difference among the groups with regard to social distance (M (photo)
Dissemination likelihood. For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was a significant difference between the groups with regard to message dissemination likelihood, such that those in the photo condition were (M (photo) = 11.15) more likely to disseminate the message compared to those in the text (M (text) = 9.07) or cartoon conditions (M (cartoon) = 9.82) (F (2,161) = 3.813, p = .024). Thus, H21 was supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant difference between the groups with regard to message dissemination likelihood (M (photo) = 9.79, M (text) = 9.96, M (cartoon) = 9.86) (F (2,156) = .029, p = .971). Thus, H22 was not supported.

Coercion-segregation. For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was no significant difference among the groups with regard to coercion-segregation (M (photo) = 6.53, M (text) = 6.81, M (cartoon) = 6.35) (F (2,158) = .156, p = .855). Thus, H23 was not supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant difference among the groups with regard to coercion-segregation (M (photo) = 6.38, M (text) = 5.91, M (cartoon) = 5.70) (F (2,155) = .474, p = .623). Thus H24 was not supported.

Behavior. For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was no significant difference between the three groups with regard to donation behavior ($\chi^2$ (2, N = 162) = 4.07, p = .694)). There was a marginally significant difference between the cartoon and photo conditions, however, such that those in the cartoon condition were more likely to donate than those in the photo condition ($\chi^2$ (2, N = 108) = 3.8, p = .051)).
Thus, H25 was partially supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant difference among the groups with regard to donation behavior ($\chi^2 (2, N = 157) = .86, p = .651$). Thus, H26 was not supported.

**Recall.** For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was no significant difference among the groups with regard to recall question 1 ($\chi^2 (6, N = 162) = 3.87, p = .131$). Thus, H31 was not supported. For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant difference among the groups with regard to the two recall questions (recall question 1: $\chi^2 (4, N = 158) = 3.12, p = .539$; recall question 2: $\chi^2 (4, N = 157) = 4.89, p = .299$). Thus, H32 was not supported.

**Interaction Effects With the Moderator Familiarity with Mental Illness**

**Identification.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no significant interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on identification ($p > .05$). Thus, H7a and H8a were not supported.

**Connectedness.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on connectedness ($p > .05$). Thus, H9a and H10a were not supported.

**Pity.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on pity ($p > .05$). Thus, H11a and H12a were not supported.

**Prejudicial feelings.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on prejudicial feelings ($p > .05$). Thus, H13a and H14a were not supported.
**Perceived responsibility.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on perceived responsibility (p > .05). Thus, H15a and H16a were not supported.

**Mental-health policy support.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on mental health policy support (p > .05). Thus, H17c and H18c were not supported.

**Social distancing behavioral intention.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on social distancing behavioral intentions (p > .05). Thus, H19c and H20c were not supported.

**Dissemination likelihood.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was a marginally significant interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type (text vs. photo) on dissemination likelihood (B = .43, SE = .22, t = 1.97, p = .05). Thus, H21c was partially supported. Specifically, for participants with moderate and high familiarity with mental illness, those exposed to the photo condition (M = 11.15) were more likely to disseminate the story compared to those in the cartoon condition (M = 9.07) (familiarity with mental illness at the mean: B = 2.22, SE = .72, t = 3.08, p< .01, 95%CI = .79 – 3.66; familiarity with mental illness 1SD above the mean: B = 3.67, SE = 1.02, t = 3.59, p < .01, 95%CI = 1.64 – 5.70) (Figure 2). For those with low familiarity with mental illness, exposure to the photo version versus the text version did not produce a difference in dissemination
likelihood \((p = .46)\). For participants who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on dissemination likelihood \((p > .05)\). Thus, H22c was not supported.

![Figure 2: Moderation interaction between image type (text/photo) and familiarity with mental illness on dissemination likelihood.](image)

**Coercion-segregation behavioral intention.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on coercion-segregation behavioral intentions \((p > .05)\). Thus, H23c and H24c were not supported.

**Behavior.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between familiarity with mental illness and image type on donation behavior \((p > .05)\). Thus, H25c and H26c were not supported.

**Interaction Effects With the Moderator Political Ideology**

**Mental-health policy support.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between liberal ideology and
image type on support for mental-health policy (p > .05). Thus, H27 and H29 were not supported.

**Coercion-segregation.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between liberal ideology and image type on coercion-segregation behavioral intention (p > .05). Thus, H28 and H30 were not supported.

**Interaction Effects With the Mediator Identification**

**Mental-health policy support.** For those who viewed the story on depression, image type did influence mental-health policy support indirectly through the mediator identification (Image type: Text vs Photo: ab = .2583, 95% bootstrap CI = .0726 to .5425; effect size = .12). Participants in the photo condition were significantly more likely to identify with the story protagonist than those in the text condition, which in turn led to greater support mental health policy; however, there was no significant difference between the photo and cartoon conditions (Figure 3). Thus, H17a was supported. For those who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, image type did not significantly influence mental-health policy support through the mediator identification (p > .05). Thus, H18a was not supported.
Figure 3. Mediation of the relationship between image type (text/photo) and mental health policy support by identification.

**Social distance behavioral intention.** For those who viewed the story on depression, image type did not influence social distance behavioral intentions through the mediator identification ($p > .05$). Thus, H19a and H20a were not supported.

**Coercion-segregation.** For those who viewed the story on depression, image type did not influence coercion-segregation behavioral intentions indirectly through the mediator identification ($p > .05$). Thus, H23a and H24a were not supported.

**Dissemination likelihood.** For those who viewed the story on depression, image type did influence dissemination likelihood indirectly through the mediator identification (Image type: Text vs Photo: $ab = .3131$, 95% bootstrap CI = .1031 to .6192; effect size = .12). Participants in the photo condition were significantly more likely to identify with the story protagonist than those in the text condition, which in turn led to higher likelihood of sharing the message; however, there was no significant difference between the photo and cartoon conditions (Figure 4). Thus, H21a was supported. For those who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, image type did not significantly influence dissemination likelihood through the mediator identification ($p > .05$). Thus, H22a was
not supported.

Figure 4. Mediation of the relationship between image type (text/photo) and dissemination likelihood by identification.

**Behavior.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between image type and identification on behavior (p > .05). Thus, H25a and H26a were not supported.

**Interaction Effects With the Mediator Connectedness**

**Social distance.** For those who viewed the story on depression, image type did influence social distance behavioral intentions indirectly through the mediator connectedness (Image type: Text vs Photo: ab = .2133, 95% bootstrap CI = .0540 to .2780; effect size = .10). Those in the photo condition were more likely to connect more with the story protagonist than those in the text condition, which in turn led to less social distancing behavioral intentions; however, there was no significant difference between the photo and cartoon condition (Figure 5). Thus, H19b was supported. For those who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, image type did not influence mental social distancing behavioral intention through the mediator connectedness (p > .05). Thus, H20b
was not supported.

Figure 5: Mediation of the relationship between image type (text/photo) and social distance by connectedness.

**Mental-health policy support.** For those who viewed the story on depression, image type did influence mental-health policy support indirectly through the mediator connectedness (Image type: Text vs Photo: ab = .3234, 95% bootstrap CI = .1356 to .6135; effect size = .14). Participants in the photo condition were more likely to connect more with the story protagonist than those in the text condition, which in turn led to more support for mental health policy (Figure 6); however, there was no significant difference between the photo and cartoon condition. Thus, H17b was partially supported. For those who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, image type did not influence mental health policy support through the mediator connectedness (p > .05). Thus, H18b was not supported.
Coercion-segregation. For those who viewed the story on depression, image type did not influence coercion segregation behavioral intentions indirectly through the mediator connectedness (p > .05). Thus, H23b and H24b were not supported.

Dissemination likelihood. For those who viewed the story on depression, image type did influence message dissemination likelihood indirectly through the mediator connectedness (Image type: Text vs Photo: ab = .4443, 95% bootstrap CI = .2288 to .7660; effect size = .17). Participants in the photo condition were more likely to connect more with the story protagonist than those in the text condition, which in turn led to more likelihood to share the message (Figure 7); however, there was no significant difference between the photo and cartoon condition. Thus, H21b was supported. For those who viewed the story on bipolar disorder, image type did not influence dissemination likelihood through the mediator connectedness (p > .05). Thus, H22b was not supported.
Figure 7: Mediation of the relationship between image type (text/photo) and dissemination likelihood by connectedness.

**Behavior.** For participants who viewed the depression story or the story on bipolar disorder, there was no interaction between image type and connectedness on behavior (p > .05). Thus, H25b and H26b were not supported.

**Analysis of Open-ended Responses**

In the photo and cartoon conditions, at the end of the survey, participants were asked to list at least three thoughts about (1) the images in the story and (2) the text in the story. In the text-only versions of the stories, participants were asked to list at least three thoughts about the story they had just read. Participants’ responses ranged from a few words to a few sentences. The open-ended responses were compared and analyzed for themes.

**Depression condition.** Dominant themes in the open-ended responses of the depression condition are described below.

**Text.** Most participants in the text-alone condition reported a positive response to
the story. A couple of respondents described the story as “unrealistic” and “stereotypical” and questioned whether the protagonist actually had depression and whether the neurological factors were definitely implicated in the disease. Some of the comments also indicated that the text was engaging enough for participants’ to be transported into the narrative, for example, “I really found myself rooting for Eliza to get the help she needed.”

**Photographs.** In the depression condition, some participants questioned the authenticity of the photographs, describing them as “posed,” “forced,” “staged,” and “unrealistic.” However, most reported that they liked the photos in the story. Positive comments included that the photos were well-taken, were authentic, complemented the text well, helped sustain attention and interest, and most importantly, put a human face on the issue.

**Humanizing.** Several participants noted that the photographs helped humanize the issue. The photos helped them visualize the protagonist’s struggles, and in doing so, helped them “relate,” feel “empathy” and “closeness,” and made it easier to understand the issue. One participant wrote: “I imagined myself being in her shoes while looking at the photographs.” Another said:

One of the image[s] of Eliza laying down is touching because she fell [feels] useless. Image of Eliza at her University bring joy because she willing ot [to] learn in the face of depression. The last image of her cooking is great because it show that she can overcome it.

Some participants also noted that the protagonist looked “normal” and like “a regular college student.” One said that this aspect of the photos helped convey the invisibility of depression: “Eliza seemed like someone who would be popular with a lot of friends showing that you can seem like a perfectly normal person and suffer from crippling
anxiety and depression.”

**Cartoons.** Most participants who viewed the story on depression with cartoon images had a positive response to the images and said that the cartoons made the story interesting/complemented the story and aided in comprehension. Some, however, felt that the images were “comical” and detracted from the seriousness of the issue.

**Illuminating/Illustrative.** Several participants said that the images were simple and easy to understand. They did a good job of portraying the symptoms of depression as well as treatment strategies. By showing how the protagonist was feeling, they helped “visualize” the disease. A participant commented on how the “black and white” nature of the artwork showed “the black and white thinking of depression.” Another said:

> The dark image by her as depression was accurate to the portrayal of dark energy felt from depression. The hard time concentrating at the desk looked true to life. The people's feet around her being so much larger than her reminded me of feelings about feeling small around people.

Another felt that the images helped lighten the mood of the story: “They made the story seem light hearted and easier to read, they also made it seem less real in a way but it made it easier to read than with photos of a person persay[per se].”

**Inappropriate.** Some participants had a negative response to the cartoon images, describing the images as “childish,” “comical,” and “dull.” A few noted that the images took away from the somber nature of the issue. One participant said:

> The images seemed inappropriate given the seriousness of the issue. They seemed to trivialize the matter. They weren't informative nor particularly evocative. The only possibly benefit is that by trivializing mental illness the images might remove some of the fear and stigma related to such diseases.

**Bipolar disorder condition.** In the bipolar versions of the stories, for the photo condition, most participants had a positive response to the images. Participants described
the protagonist as “pretty,” “normal,” and “happy.” (Participants in the depression photo condition also commented on how “pretty” and “normal” the protagonist looked, but the frequency of these comments was higher in the bipolar photo condition.) Although some said that they identified or related with the story, it was in the open-ended responses for the cartoon condition of the bipolar story that the word “humanizing” came up several times. One participant wrote:

At first I thought they seemed a bit out of place given how serious the subject matter. As I continued reading the article, though, I felt that they added a sort of humanizing aspect to the story & made it feel more accessible/less dreary [not that I personally found it dreary, but I can see how some might]. In general, I thought they did a great job at depicting the overarching issues presented in the text in a way that was both succinct and interesting.

Several described the cartoons as providing information or being informative.

One participant wrote: “You could almost just use the cartoons and leave out the story and still get a good idea of the situation.”

Overall, in both the depression and bipolar conditions, the qualitative, open-ended responses reflected the quantitative findings. The open-ended responses also help make sense of the quantitative findings. It appears that in the depression condition, the photographs evoked an emotional response, whereas in the bipolar condition, the cartoons were more effective at doing so.
Chapter 5: Discussion

Comics have long been used in health communication messages, such as health campaigns, because they are believed to offer many advantages in communicating health issues (McNicol, 2014). Further, comics journalism, news about current events in comics format (Williams, 2005; CJR review, p. 2), is an emerging genre that is believed to offer the advantage of combining “literal retelling” and “artistic symbolism” to tell compelling stories (Williams, 2005; CJR review, p. 6). However, whether the purported emotional and cognitive benefits of comics are true is not clear because there is not much empirical research on the persuasive effects of comics on readers’ cognition, affect, and behavior. Inspired by graphic novels, this study investigated whether news narratives on mental illness (one on depression and the other on bipolar disorder) accompanied by real images, specifically, photographs, would be more persuasive in terms of reducing mental illness stigma than news narratives accompanied by cartoons (the building block of comics) based on those photographs or news narratives alone (that is, without any images).

Results indicate that for participants who viewed the three different types of stories on depression (text, text + photo, or text + cartoon), images (photo/cartoon) had a greater persuasive effect than text alone. Participants in the photo condition reported higher identification and connectedness with the story’s protagonist than those in the text or cartoon conditions. Further, those in the photo or cartoon condition reported higher perceived credibility than those in the text condition. Photos also led to higher support for mental-health policy (than text alone) and less social distance behavioral intention (than text alone). Also, photos led to greater likelihood to disseminate the news story (than text alone).
alone), especially for those with greater familiarity with mental illness. Open-ended responses indicated that participants found the photographs “humanizing” whereas the cartoons were perceived to serve an explanatory purpose. For participants who viewed the three different types of stories on bipolar disorder (text, text + photo, or text + cartoon), the results were non-significant and inconclusive: Neither photo nor text nor cartoon exerted a dominant pattern of persuasive effects.

**Interpretation of Results**

**Depression condition.** Participants who saw the photo or cartoon version of the reported significantly higher perceived credibility than those who saw the text-only version of the story. Because news photos “convey a concrete believability that words do not” (Lowrey, 1998, as cited in Greer and Gosen, 2002, p. 5), it is understandable that those in the photo condition reported more perceived credibility. Further, Taylor (2000) argues that photographs are accepted as authentic not because they provide “absolute or even substantial proof” (p. 131) but because of convention. He says that readers have come to accept/believe that “photographs used to authenticate accounts are themselves the products of an eyewitness and that they record actual, historical moments” (p. 131). This partly reflects the findings in the study in that it was not just photos but also cartoons that elicited higher perceived credibility responses. This indicates that the images, whether representational/realistic (photographs) or interpretational/artistic (cartoons) lent a concreteness to the story, which in turn made the story more authentic.

However, it’s interesting that those in the cartoon condition also reported more perceived credibility than those in the text condition. The cartoons did not reduce the credibility of the story. In fact, those in the photo condition reported only slightly higher
credibility scores (M = 18.63) than those in the cartoon condition (M = 18.56). It appears that the cartoons were not perceived as interpretive artistic renderings but as objective, true accounts of the protagonist’s experience with mental illness. This is noteworthy given that cartoons are “frequently and unreflectively been associated with the stigmatized categories of cognitive immaturity, impairment, and disability” (Squier, 2008, p. 130), which could lead to low credibility perceptions. It’s possible that the participants in this study did not make such associations because they were familiar with the comics journalism genre and so understood that the information in the story was not fabricated (Williams, 1005; Nyberg, 2006). The absence of significant differences in credibility perceptions between real and artistic/fictitious images was also found in another science communication study, which examined the effects of different types of images placed above a news story about neuroscience (Gruber and Dickerson, 2012).

With regard to identification, participants who saw the photo version (M = 27.58) reported significantly more identification with the story character than those who saw the text-only version (M = 24.36). This might because several photos in the depression story showed the protagonist’s suffering and could be defined as agonistic images, that is, images that trigger “agonistic vigilance” (Zillman, 1998)—the need to screen one’s surroundings for danger. Images of people suffering or those that depict the aftermath of destruction fall under this category (Zillman, Knobloch, & Yu, 2001). Research has show that people spend more time looking at photographs of individuals who were victimized (Zillman, Knobloch, & Yu, 2009). Several photographs in the depression condition depicted the protagonist grappling with her disease. Photographs portrayed her symptoms
of sadness, hopelessness, and loneliness. It appears that like in previous studies, such victim portrayals drew attention and interest.

Identification for the cartoon condition (M = 26.27) was not significantly lower than that for the photo condition (M = 27.58). This might be because as comics scholars postulate, the simplistic and abstract nature of images in cartoons and the elimination of unnecessary details help readers project themselves onto cartoon characters and identify more closely with them (Green & Myers, 2010; McCloud, 1993). Also, according to comics scholars, comics artists use realistic pictures to portray the outside world and cartoons to portray the world within (McCloud, 1993; p. 41). However, in this study, even though the cartoons portrayed the world within the character, that is, the protagonist’s symptoms of depression, there was probably not much difference between the photo and cartoon conditions because the symptoms of depression are perceptible.

Similar to identification, photos also elicited highest levels of connectedness among the three groups. There was no significant difference between the three groups with regard to prejudicial feelings. However, prejudicial feelings were lowest for the photo condition.

There were no significant differences among the three groups with regard to perceived disease severity or response efficacy. In both cases, the means for photo (M = 12.64 and 15.33, respectively) and cartoon (M = 12.64 and 15.37, respectively) were higher and almost identical than the mean for text (M = 12.60 and 15.18). Given that the participants in the sample reported having high familiarity with mental illness, this outcome is not surprising as participants probably had high literacy with regard to depression and so the addition of images did not increase risk perception because of a
ceiling effect.

The higher means for the image conditions with regard to perceived severity is in line with previous research that has shown that information in pictorial format increases risk perceptions (Lee, Cameron, Wunsche, & Stevens, 2011), helps the reader imagine the warning signs of the health issue being discussed (Keller & Block, 1997) and increases recall of the negative consequences of the health threat (Boer, Huurne, & Taal, 2006). One explanation for this effect is that the salience and vividness of images makes pictorial information more accessible, thereby increasing risk perceptions (Zillman & Brosius, 2000). Further, text with pictures has been found to activate more mental imagery than text without pictures (Miller & Stoica, 2003; Walters, Sparks, & Herington, 2007), which in turn has the potential to increase perceptions of disease severity (Chang, 2013).

Higher values for the image conditions with regard to perceived response efficacy is also in line with previous research that suggests that observing how others behave helps to evaluate the pros and cons of the recommended behavior and offers a good source of efficacy information (Maibach and Cotton, 1995; Cline and Young, 2004).

The fact that the photos and cartoons elicited almost the same levels of perceived severity and perceived response efficacy is surprising given photographs of a scene have been found to trigger not only more imagery but more vivid images than artistic versions of the same scene (Miller and Stoica, 2003). However, the invisible nature of mental illness and the fact that cartoons make visible symptoms that might be hard to imagine could account for perceived severity and response efficacy scores that were equivalent to those elicited by photos.
Although previous studies have found that familiarity with mental illness leads to less social distancing behavior (Corrigan et al., 2001; Link & Cullen, 1986), in this study familiarity with mental illness did not play a moderating role with regard to this variable. However, the affect variable connectedness acted as a mediator between image type and social distance. Specifically, those in the photo condition connected more with the protagonist in the story than those in the text condition, and this connectedness in turn led to lower social distancing behavior. This in line with research that has found that the more the viewer/reader identifies with a character in a movie about mental illness, the more relevant he/she perceives the story to be, and the less social distancing behavior he/she exhibits (Caputo & Rouner, 2011).

Photos were more effective at leading to mental health policy support than text alone. (Also, compared to cartoon and text, means for the photo condition were the highest.) It’s possible that this was so because the photographs raised the perceived importance of the issue (Wanta, 1988). Further, this effect was mediated through identification and connectedness with the story’s protagonist. This finding supports previous research that shows that those who identify with the mentally ill are more likely to support government spending for mental health (McSween, 2002). This effect was, however, not moderated by political ideology, as found in the case of other stigmatizing diseases such as obesity (for example, Gollust, Lantz, & Ubel, 2009).

There was no significant difference between the groups with regard to perceived responsibility beliefs; however, the mean for the photo condition was the lowest (low values indicate less attribution of responsibility for mental illness). Given that photographs prompted identification and connectedness with the story protagonist, this
outcome is logical. There was no significant difference between the groups with regard to coercion-segregation intention—all indicated very low coercion-segregation intentions. Taking into consideration this sample’s high familiarity with mental illness, this outcome is not surprising. Also, in retrospect, it’s possible that the wording of the items in the coercion-segregation measure (for example, “If I were in charge of Eliza’s treatment, I would force her to live in a group home.”) might have elicited socially desirable responses.

Participants in the photo condition were more likely to share the story than those in the cartoon or text condition. This effect was mediated by connectedness and identification with the story’s protagonist. This is a logical finding given that the sharing of stigma appeals/messages is predicted by a negative response to the message (Smith, 2012), and so by corollary, the sharing of an anti-stigma message (which is how the stories in this study can be characterized) should be triggered by positive affect. Further, according to prior research on message sharing, messages that are more emotionally evocative are more likely to go viral (Berger, 2014; Berger and Milkman, 2012). Participants in the photo condition reported high identification and connectedness with the story protagonist. It is probable that these emotions were heightened by the photographs in the story, which several participants described as “humanizing.” Emotional arousal leads to sharing of that emotion “because emotion sharing has both intrapersonal and interpersonal benefits, such as sense-making of the emotional experience and establishment (or strengthening) of social bonds (Rimé, 2009, as cited by Kim, 2015, p. 514). Story sharing was also higher for those who had higher familiarity with mental illness.
Those in the cartoon condition reported less intention to disseminate the message compared to those in the photo condition. This is surprising because the use of cartoons in news narratives can be considered a novel form of storytelling, and novel messages have “high social currency and make for good conversation material” (Berger, 2013, 2014, as cited by Kim, 2015, p. 515). People are more likely to disseminate novel messages (Berger and Milkman, 2012). However, this was not the case in this study. It’s possible that this is because photographs of people with mental illness are still a rarity in news media, and therefore, the photographs elicited greater attention.

For participants who viewed the story on depression, there was no significant difference between the text vs. photo groups or the text vs. cartoon groups with regard to donation behavior. However, there was a marginally significant difference between the cartoon and photo conditions, such that those in the cartoon condition were more likely to donate than those in the photo condition. This finding is partly in line with previous research that shows that people are more willing to make a charitable contribution when the appeal has a picture (Perrine and Heather, 2000). Further, mental images and attention prompt affective feelings toward people in distress (Slovic, 2007), and that the affective response is essential to helping behavior (Harbaugh, Mayr, & Burghart, 2007; Moll et al., 2006; Genevsky, Västfjäll, Slovic, Knutson, 2013). Affective responses motivate behavior (Zajonc, 1980), such as decision-making (Loewenstein and Lerner, 2003), and they make information meaningful (Cabanac M (1992)). It’s not clear, though, why those in the cartoon condition were more likely to donate than those in the photo condition, given that photographs, not cartoons elicited higher levels of connectedness.

With regard to recall, there was no significant difference between the three
groups. Only a small number of people ($n = 5$) in the cartoon condition answered the recall questions correctly compared to those in the photo condition. This is surprising given that one of the purported advantages of comics is that the combination of text and images makes the information more memorable. It might be that in this study the cartoons offered no advantage because more than half of the participants reported to be highly familiar with mental illness and so because of their prior knowledge of mental disorders, could have found the recall questions easy to answer.

For the depression condition, the open-ended responses reflected the quantitative findings. Several participants in the text-alone condition indicated that they felt sympathy toward the story’s protagonist and used words like “sympathy” and “concern” to describe their feelings. Several said that they could relate with the protagonist’s struggles because either they themselves had experienced similar symptoms or had a friend or partner experience the disease. This corroborates the finding that a little more than 50% of the sample for this study had high familiarity with mental illness. Based on the responses to the photo condition and considering them together with the quantitative findings for the photo condition, it appears that the photographs heightened participants’ feelings of empathy and led to stronger identification and connectedness. From this it can be inferred, that even though depression is a common disease and has low stigma (given that people feel comfortable disclosing that they themselves or someone close to them has experienced the disease), the addition of photographs to textual information still significantly increases the empathic response to people with the illness.

With regard to the open-ended responses to the cartoon images, most participants reported liking the images, described them as “accurate,” “interesting,” “informative,”
and “creative.” They said that the images did a good job of “showing” the symptoms of depression and offered a better understanding of depression. However, participants did not describe the images as “humanizing,” “touching,” “empathetic”—words that were used to describe the photographs. It appears that although the cartoons did evoke identification and sympathy to some extent, they mainly served an explanatory function. Some participants also noted that the cartoons were “inappropriate” and “distracted from the seriousness of the story.” This ties in with the quantitative findings, which showed that the photos were more effective at evoking connectedness with the story’s protagonist.

**Bipolar condition.** There were no significant differences between the three groups—text, photo, and cartoon—in the bipolar condition with regard to any of the dependent variables. Also, there was no consistent pattern of results.

There were no significant differences between the three conditions with regard to perceived credibility and story enjoyment. For perceived credibility, the mean for the text condition (M = 18.7) was the highest and that for the cartoon condition (M = 18.09) was the lowest. However, both values are at the 6-point mark on a 7-point scale for perceived credibility (1, low credibility; 7, high credibility), indicating that people in both conditions felt the story was highly credible. A similar pattern was observed for story enjoyment, that is, highest values for enjoyment in the text condition and lowest values in the cartoon condition. Again, the means indicated that participants in all three conditions felt that the story was enjoyable (M (photo) = 5.59, M (text) = 5.75, M (cartoon) = 5.49)).

With regard to identification, again, there were no significant differences between the three conditions. However, unlike the findings for the depression condition, here, the
mean for the photo condition was the lowest and that for the text condition was the highest (M (photo) = 24.6, M (text) = 25.56, M (cartoon) = 25.12)). This might be because the text was found to be well-written and so the photographs had no added effect. It could also be that given that bipolar disorder is a relatively less frequently diagnosed illness compared to depression, participants may not have had personal experience with the illness. So they would have had to rely on their recollection of images of the severely mentally ill typically found in media, such as people with “unkempt hair,” “tattered clothing,” and “staring eyes” (Cross, 2004). Because the photographs in the stimuli did not resemble such representations, it is possible that they caused confusion rather than identification. Indeed, the word “normal” to describe the protagonist came up several times in the open-ended responses to the photographs. Most participants also commented on how “attractive” and “pretty” and “happy” the protagonist looked.

With regard to pity and connectedness, there were no significant differences between the three groups, but means for the cartoon conditions were the highest. This might be because the cartoons made the symptoms of the disorder visible and therefore, more understandable. This might also be because the cartoons were perceived as “non-threatening” (McAllister, 1992) and so reduced the relatively high stigma (compared with depression) associated with bipolar disorder.

A different pattern was observed with regard to prejudicial feelings—text elicited the lowest prejudicial feelings (M = 10.13) and the photo (M = 10.67)) and cartoon conditions the highest (M = 10.69). However, again, it is important to note that the means indicate that participants in all three groups had very low prejudicial feelings.

There were no significant differences between the three conditions with regard to
perceived severity and perceived response efficacy beliefs. The means for the three conditions were similar and indicated high perceived severity and high perceived response efficacy beliefs. Further, there were no significant differences between the means for the photo and cartoon conditions for perceived responsibility beliefs, and the means indicated low perceived responsibility. (The mean for the text condition could not be computed for this scale variable because, as explained earlier, the items had low reliability.)

With regard to stigmatizing behavioral intentions and behavior, there were no significant differences between the three groups with regard to coercion-segregation. The mean for the cartoon condition was the lowest, indicating low intention to coerce-segregate. However, it is important to note that the means indicate that participants in all three groups had very low coercion-segregation intentions. With regard to mental health policy support, there were no significant differences between the three groups, and the means for all three groups indicated high mental health policy support. With regard to social distancing behavioral intentions, the means for the three groups were similar and indicated low intention to exercise socially distancing behavior. With regard to dissemination likelihood, there were no significant differences between the groups and the means indicated neutral intention to disseminate the message. Finally, there were no significant differences between the groups with regard to donation behavior.

The open-ended responses partially reflect these results in that participants in the cartoon condition described the images as “humanizing” and “moving” and helped them “empathize” and feel “compassion.” These are opposite to the findings in the depression condition. This is intriguing. Given that the text and images for the depression and
bipolar conditions were different, it is, unfortunately, not possible to compare the conditions to arrive at an explanation that would shed light on these opposing outcomes. It can be hypothesized, however, that the photos in the depression condition did a better job capturing the symptoms compared to the cartoon illustrations because depression is a relatively less complicated disease than bipolar disorder and also less invisible than bipolar disorder. Also, given the high prevalence of depression in the United States, most participants must have encountered someone with depression in their daily lives and based on the open-ended responses, it seems that the photographs in the story corroborated their personal experience with people with depression. The lack of effectiveness of the photographs in the bipolar condition might be because the photographs could not capture the complicated, severe, and invisible nature of bipolar disorder, whereas the cartoons could. It’s not clear, though, why some participants felt that the cartoon illustrations were inappropriate for the depression condition, while none of the participants who were exposed to the cartoon version of the bipolar condition expressed this criticism. However, according to McNicol and Weaver (2013), such inconsistent findings are to be expected given the complicated nature of the comics medium. They argue that responses to comics will always be different because “the rhetoric of comics can be unstable and might support negative stereotypes or narratives in certain conditions” (p. 224). Further studies need to be done to tease out the processes underlying the different effects of comics in different conditions.

**Limitations and Future Studies**

The overarching goal of this study was to test the effects of the comics medium compared to the photographic medium in order to test the purported cognitive and
emotional benefits of comics. For example, Squier (2008, p. 130) writes, “comics can reveal unvoiced relationships, unarticulated emotions, unspoken possibilities, and even unacknowledged alternative perspectives.”

However, it can be argued that the study design doesn’t capture the complexity of the comics medium as it is focused on testing the effect of only one aspect of the comics medium: cartoons—simplified images, devoid of details, with thought bubbles and that employ visual storytelling devices such as visual metaphors and personification. A story about mental illness with just text (control) was compared with the same story with text as well as photographs (treatment) as well as the same story with text and cartoons (treatment). Indeed, the lack of significant results in the bipolar condition of the experiment might be because the “comics” manipulation was too subtle, and consequently, might have led to type II errors. However, to limit confounding factors between the conditions in this study and to ensure as much equivalence as possible between the treatment conditions, the cartoons in the study were based on the photographs and were as similar as possible to the photographs. Future studies might test the effects of other comics elements, such as frame sequences, changes in font size to convey different emotions, and close-up shots versus long shots, as well as the effects of different styles of comics. In future studies, it might also be worthwhile to examine the effect of the comics medium as a whole instead of its composite parts/elements.

Reading comics is a cognitively demanding endeavor as readers have to make sense of not only text but also images (McCloud, 1993; McNicol & Weaver, 2013; Squier, 2008). Comics are “highly complex compositions that require well-developed literacy” (McNicol & Weaver, 2013, p. 217). This study aimed to test understanding of
comics by measuring recall; however, the results revealed no significant differences between the conditions. This might be because the recall questions were too simple. The recall questions were not pre-tested for difficulty, and this is a limitation that could be rectified in future studies. In future studies it would be useful to measure familiarity with the comics medium to see whether it moderates effects. Finally, the study aimed to determine how style of processing moderates response to images in stories. However, because of scale reliability problems, this question could not be investigated. In future studies, it would be useful to use another measure of style of processing.

This study provokes a number of intriguing questions on the effects of comics, for example, can narratives on mental illness illustrated with cartoons reduce self-stigma? Is it ethical to use cartoons to depict certain illnesses? Can humor as an emotional response to comics narratives mediate anti-stigma behavioral intentions and behaviors? Which types of visual metaphors—a visual rhetorical device commonly used in comics—translate across cultures? Such questions will provide fertile ground for further research.

Theoretical and Practical Significance

Comics are widely used in health communication messages, and practitioners and scholars of graphic medicine (the use of comics to tell stories about illness) argue that comics, by virtue of their unique characteristics, afford advantages that other media cannot. This study investigated this claim by examining the effects of different types of images—photographs and cartoons—in the context of a stigmatized disease, namely, mental illness. The findings contribute to several areas of research: the iconography of illness, stigma communication, and narrative persuasion.

How an illness is depicted influences how it is perceived; this in turn can affect
how people with the disease are treated (Williams, 2011). Indeed, this study found that photographic illustrations of an individual’s illness experience versus cartoon illustrations are perceived differently and have different effects in different contexts. Specifically, photographs accompanying a narrative on depression (a common and relatively less stigmatized disease) were perceived as “humanizing” and evoked identification and connectedness, which in turn led to prosocial behavioral intentions; cartoons depicting the same disease did not have this effect. On the other hand, cartoons accompanying a narrative on bipolar disorder (a relatively less common and more stigmatized disease) were described as evoking “empathy,” whereas photographs depicting the same disease did not elicit this response.

This finding contributes to our understanding of stigma communication by illuminating the relationship between disease visibility and stigma. Studies have found that people with visible stigmatizing disorders are more stigmatized than concealable stigmatizing disorders. However, this study finds that there is more nuance to this relationship. This study finds that by helping the reader see the internal world of an individual with an invisible illness through the use of rhetorical visual devices, the comics medium can help readers better understand the illness compared to photographs or no imagery and empathize with the sufferer (Williams, 2011).

The study contributes to the literature on narrative persuasion by examining the effects of a unique type of visual narrative that has been used for decades—comics. Although a few previous studies have examined the effects of comics, this study is methodologically unique in that instead of examining the effect of the medium as a whole, it reduces the number of potentially confounding variables by adopting a
controlled experimental design to delineate the effect of a particular characteristic of comics: cartoons. This study is also unique in that unlike previous studies of comics that focus on the medium’s cognitive and educational effects, this study applies the principles of narrative persuasion to investigate the emotional and behavioral effects of cartoons. The study also shows that while images can enhance the persuasive potential of illness narratives compared to text-only narratives, some types of images are more effective than others, and this effectiveness depends on contextual factors such as the degree of visibility of the illness.

Finally, the study has practical implications for design of anti-stigma mental health campaigns and news stories. Cartoons should not be used indiscriminately in mental health campaigns as it appears that under certain circumstances, photographs might be more effective than cartoons. Comics journalists believe that the comics medium can help tell stories more thoroughly and effectively. According to Symbolia (a former graphic journalism magazine) editor Erin Polgreen, “Comics work well for journalism because they are able to convey multiple complicated layers of information in a package that is a little bit easier to digest than, say, a series of very, very intense photographs from a war zone or an article of 10,000 words” (Alverson, 2013). However, this conjecture needs to be empirically tested. Finally, comics are believed to have tremendous potential in patient education and physician-patient communication. However, whether comics are more effective at educating patients about diseases compared to other visual images and whether comics help physicians empathize with the patient experience need to be investigated. To use comics strategically in health communication, it is important to understand its advantages and limitations.
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Appendix

Model Release Form

Thanks again for serving as the model for my fictitious feature stories on mental illness. As I explained, the stories will be used in a research study/studies, specifically, in an online experiment/experiments. Therefore, these visuals (photos and cartoon illustrations based on the photos) will be viewed by the study participants. At the end of the study, however, participants will be notified that the visuals/accompanying stories are fictitious. The visuals may also be presented at research conferences, might be published in academic journals, or other academic literature. The visuals will also be viewed by a graphic design artist who will be creating illustrations based on the photos.

Please indicate your consent to the above terms of usage of the visuals (photographs and cartoon illustrations) by signing below:

Signature

Date
VITA
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